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§ t. introduction 
In this paper we ilwestigate the correspondence between cut-elimina- 
tion in the cal,=ulus of sequents and normalization i  natural deduction. 
1.1. Historical background 
The sequent calculus and natural deduction systems for predicate logic 
were developed by Gentzen in [41, who also described a transformation 
of derivations from each system to the other. A many-one mapping 
from derivations in the sequent calculus to those in natural deduction 
was noted by Prawitz in [ 16, pp. 90-911. There remained the problem, 
raised by Kreisel in [9, p. 113] of the correspondence, under this map- 
ping, between cut-elimination in the first system and normalization i  
the second. 
* Part II, on Heyting'$ arithmetic, will appear in the next issue. 
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1.2. Brief statement of results 
In Part I we give a positive solution to the above problem for~ the 
negative (i.e., 1, 3 ,  A, W ) fragment of intuitionistic predicate logic, and 
hence prove a strong cut-elimination theorem for this fragment of  the 
sequent calculus (i.e., all cut-elimination procedures of the kind con- 
sidered terminate). 
We also show that the correspondence fails for ~ntuitionistic logic 
with disjunction, and in fact give an example of a non-terminating, non- 
repeating reduction sequence for the v-fragment of the sequent calculus 
(see §7). 
In Part II we show that the co, ~spondence extends to the negative 
fragment of Heyting's ariihmeti We also use the correspondence, to-
gether with the reduction proc rare of Gentzen in [5], to prove a 
normalization theorem frr th~ natural deduction formulation of  Hey- 
ting's arithmetic (with full log ", but a restricted class of assumption 
and conclusion formulas) by i~ ~uction on e 0. 
1.3. Some problems connected .ith cut-e!imination 
We first point out (very brief ) the essential difference between 
sequent calculi and natural dedt tion systems. A natural deduction 
system contains, typically, an "b roduction" mad an "elimination" 
inference rule for each logical col rant (i.e., co mective or quantifier). 
By contrast, a sequent calculus co :ains only ir, troduction rules, but 
one on the "right" and one on the "left" for each logical constant. In 
addition, it has a rule of cut - which however often turns out to be 
eliminable. 
Now in connection with cut-elimination i  the sequent calculus, there 
are a number of problems that should first be noted. 
1.3.1.  Cut-free forms are not unique. E.g, let 
b - 
A ~ A (AL) A-~ A 
AAB-A  A -~AvC (vR) 
A A B ~ A v C (Cut) 
Then, deperding on how the cut is eliminated (i.e., whether it is per- 
muted with the ^ L or vR), ~ reduces to either 
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A~A A~A 
A~AvC or A^B~A 
A^B~AvC A^B~AvC 
which are distinct cut-free derivations. (An example could also be given 
in the negative fragment.) 
1.3.2. The second problem i~: more conceptual in nature. In natural 
deduction systems we have a good idea of what constitutes a conversion 
(at least in the negative fragn:ent of predicate logic): it is the removal of 
a maximal formula occurrence (i.e., a conclusion of an introduction i - 
ference which is also the majo" i.-rem~ss of an elimination). The concept 
of normal form can then be defined (negatively) in terms of this: a 
normal derivation is one to which no conversions can be applied. 
B~ contrast, in the sequent calculus, we start at the other end, so to 
speak. We know at the outset what a cut-free derivation is, and the 
problem is to define the conversions. We do this by taking what could 
be reasonably be called "cut-elimination procedures", more or less in 
the spirit of Gentzen [4], and analyzing such procedures into atomic 
steps. Each such step is then called a conversion step or rule. In spite of 
the apparent arbitrariness of this procedure, it turns out that a natural 
set of conversion rules for the sequent calculus can be isolated and 
catalogued. 
This brings us~ however, to another problem. 
1.3.3. These conversion steps for the sequent calculus include the per- 
muting of a cut upward past any other inference, even another cut, This 
means however that we can easily construct non-termOmting reduction 
sequences: cons~Aer, for example, the following three derivations (with 
end-sequents a ~laown): 
q~t ~2 cb3 
F-* A , A ,A- - ,  B , B, ®-~ C 
Now define 
F- -  A A ,A  ~ B ~3 
cD= P~,,~,-~ B,,, (Cut) . . . . . . . .  B, O -* C (Cut) 
P ,A ,O~ C 
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and 
~2 q)3 
~l  A,A-* B B,O-~ C 
q), _ F ~ A A, A, O -* C (Cut) 
F, A, ® -~ C (Cut) 
Then q~ and ~ '  each convert o the other by pernmting the two cuts 
shown! :: 
This problem is dealt with simply by restricting our attention to 
"proper" reduction sequences ( ee below). (The example of a non-termin- 
ating, non-repeating reduction sequence in § 7 is of quite a different nature.) 
1.4. Summa~ of the paper 
Consider first Part I (§ § 2-7).  
The sequent calculus d and natural deduction system ~ are defined 
in §2. It is easy to see that (say) the systems LJ and NJ of Gentzen [4] 
are, as they stand, inappropriate for the desired correspondence, so one 
or both of these systems must be modified to some extent. It is found 
that an appropriate formulation of the sequent calculus involves equents 
F -, A, where F is a set of "indexed" formulas. (The reason for this will 
be made clear in § 2.6.) This formulation, although more complicated to  
describe than the usual formulations, is, I believe, quite natural, and not 
at all complicated conceptually. 
The system ~ is like the natural deduction system of Gentzen [4] or 
Prawitz [ 16], except hat a derivation in ~ is a derivation,(of a conclu- 
sion) from a set of assumption classes, i.e., equivalence classes of assump- 
tion formulas, where each such class consists of some occurrences of the 
same formula, and, at certain inferences (~I, vE or 3E) either one or no 
assumption class is discharged. 
Then we define a (many-one, onto) map ~0 from derivations in d to 
those in ~.  
In § § 3 -6  we will consider only the negative fragments, ci- and ~- ,  
of these systems, since it is only for these frag~nents hat the correspon- 
dence holds. 
In § 3 the conversio.. ~ales for derivations in e5 - and e~- are listed. 
There are two kinds of conversion in d -: permutan've conversions (per- 
muting cuts upward past other inferences, permuting contractions down- 
ward past other inferences, and removing "trivial cuts") and essential 
conversions (replacing cuts by other cuts with simpler cut formulas). 
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The conversions in 9t-  involve the removal of maximal fonuulas, as in 
[16]. 
Now let strong equivalence, -~, be the equivalence r lation on deriva- 
tions in c~ - generated by the pennutative conversions. It is shown in § 4 
that for any two derivations cb I and c/) 2 of O- 
c/) t = cb 2 ~,  ~o~ 1= ~c/) 2 ; 
in other words, strong equivalence in ~3 - corresponds to identity in q~ - 
In §5 it is shown that (roughly) an e sential conversion in ~5 - corre- 
sponds to a sequence of conversions i, c~t- (of the same kind), and cut- 
free derivations in c~- correspond to tzotmal derivations in ~- .  
In §6 we consider eduction sequences in cS- and ~- .  It is necessary 
(for the reason given in 1.3.3 above) to restrict our attention to "proper" 
reduction sequences in e5 -, i.e., sequences containing no subsequences 
cf permutative conversions with infinite repetitions. Then we can asso- 
ciate, with each such sequence in ei-, a reduction sequence in OZ -, and 
vice versa. 
It follows from these results that the cut-free form of a derivation in 
cS- is unique up to strong equivalence (cf. 1.3.1 above). It also follows 
that a cut-elimination or strong cut-elimination theorem for eS- implies, 
and is implied by, a normalization or strong normalization theorem 
(respectively) for 9t-. ("Strong n~rmalization" means that all reduction 
sequences in ~-  are finite; and "strong cut-elimination", that all proper 
reduction sequences in d -  are finite.) This gives a proof of strong cut- 
elimination in c~ -. 
In §7 we consider conversions in the full systems rJ andq~. We show 
that there is a (natural) conversion rule in d,  for permuting Cut with 
vL, which does net, in general, correspond to identity (or even a reduc- 
tion) in q~. In fac~, using this conversion, we can give an example of a 
aon-terminating, non-repeating reduction sequence in the v-fragment of 
~. This shows that for any set of conversion rifles in 9t for which strong 
normalization holds, e.g. that of Pravcitz [ 171, the correspondence b - 
tween reductions in the two systems must fail. The example can actually 
be given in the v-fragment of Gentzen's LJ [4], and also (by consider- 
ing the dual situation) in the symmetrical, or classical, sequent calculus, 
say Gentzen's LK [4]. 
In Part II we consider sequent calculus and natural deduction formu- 
lations of Heyting's arithmetic: ei(H) and~ (H). In § § 8-12 it is shown 
that the cone@ondence of Part I extends to the negative fragments, 
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d-(H) and~ -(/-/), of these systems. It is, in general, impossible to eli- 
minate all cuts in cS-(H) (as is well known), so instead (§ 11) we must 
describe the structure of "normal" derivations in this system, i.e., those 
corresponding to normal derivations in c~ -(H). 
Further (§ 12) we give a class of derivations in d -(H) whose normal 
forms indeed contain no cuts (other than "equational cuts") or induc- 
tion inferences, namely those derivations whose end-sequents contain 
no positive occurrences of v (and no free variables). Hence, by means of 
the correspondence, wehave a simply described class of derivations in 
9Z -(/t) whose normal forms contain no induction. 
Finally (§ 13) we show how to prove normalizability for the full sys- 
tem ~ (H) by induction on e 0' by using the (partial) correspondence 
betweencJ (H) and ~ (H), and the reduction procedure of Gentzen [5]. 
The idea is essentially due to S. Hinata [6]. The merit of this method 
lies in its simplicity, but unfortunately, it works only (as far as I can see) 
for derivations in qZ (H) with assumptions F and conclusion A such that 
the sequent P -* A has no positive occurrences of V or negative occur- 
renees of 3 or v (and no f~ variables). 
1.5. Some comments on the results 
1.5.1. The fact that the correspondence fails for disjunction shows that 
there is indeed a combinatorial difference between the sequent calculus 
and natural deduction, at least with regard to the reduction procedures. 
This suggests that it is misleading to think of the sequent calculus merely 
as a system of "representations" of natural deduction derivations, how- 
ing how they can be built up. (This is, in any case, clearly false for classi- 
cal logl~: see 1.5.2 below.) 
This difference is important to bear in mind in attempting to answer 
what is a major problem in this field: namely, what is the significance of 
the reduction (i.e., cut-elimination o1' normalization) procedures, ay 
those considered in this paper? 
To clarify this question: given a derivation in the sequent calculus (for 
predicate logic), consider the following two "cut-elimination procedures" 
applied to it. 
(1) Construct a "semantic tableau" or "reduction tree" from the end- 
sequent, which will then yield a cut-fre,e derivation of this sequent [2, 221. 
This can be done for the intuitionistic, as well as the classical, calculus, 
by consideri~lg (in the former case) Beth or Kripke semantics (op. cit.). 
(2) Enumerate all cut-free derivations in the system, mad take the first 
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with the same end-sequent. (This exists, by completeness of the cut-free 
system.) 
Note first that both procedures are effective: in each case, the opera- 
tion from derivations to cut-free derivations can clearly be simulated by 
a Turing mactfine. The completeness theorem for the cut-free system is 
used only to show that this function is in fact total, i.e., the procedure 
always works (and e,~en this can be proved in a weak subsystem of 
arithmetic, namely ~°-induction: see [ I0, pp. 246-247] ). 
The question ow is: what is there of interest in the cut-elimination 
procedures considered in this paper, compared xvith, say, the above two 
procedures? An answer that suggests itself is: we want the cut-free deri- 
vation obtained by ttae procedure under consideration to be really a 
"cut-free form of" the given derivation, i.e., to be connected in some 
way with it, beyond merely having the same end-sequent. Let us try to 
analyze this more carefully. (We will think here of derivations as formal 
objects which express, i.e., name, (informal) proofs, so that for any 
derivation CO of d, ~0cb expresses the same proof as Cb .) 
Now suppose, firstly, one takes the view that the conversion rules are 
such that (or should be chosen so that) interreducibility (i.e., the equiv- 
alence relation generated by the conversions) is equivalent to synonymity 
of derivations; o (i) if two derivations are interreducible, then they ex- 
press the same proof, and (ii) conversely. (This was conjectured for 
natural deduction in [ 161 .) Then, however, because there are conversions 
in ci which do not correspond to reductions in ~ (see § 7.2), conditions 
(i) for ei and (ii) for 9t are incompatible! - at least for our conversion 
rules. So these rules must be defective with respect o this interpretation 
in at least one of these systems. (Cf. [9, pp. 113-114]. For a general 
discussion of synonymity of derivations, ee Troelstra [24] .) 
Anott.er, perhaps more fruitful, way of evaluating various proposed 
reduction procedures was suggested in [ 11, part III] : viz., the normal 
or cut-free form of a derivation ~ obtained by such a procedure should: 
provide a "meaningful analysis" of cO .~ In line with this, we should ask, 
for a given reduction procedure: what properties of the derivation does 
it preserve? (We are thinking of combinatorial properties of the deriva- 
tion that reflect he structural properties of the proof it expresses.) 
I For example, Feferman [3] proposes that normalization should extract from a proof just 
what is needed for its particular conclusion. He also argues against the claim that conversions 
preserve identiW of proof, i.e., the "suppose'ally evident" part (i) of the view described in the 
preceding paragraph. 
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Then, because not all reductions in o5 correspond to reductions ingt ,  
the following possibility arises: there may be (meaningful) properties 
o f  proofs which are preserved by all reductions in 9t, but not in c~. 
(In other words, we might ask: what structure of proofs is preserved by 
all the conversions considered in §3, but not by the one for ei in §7.2?) 
The applicability of the results here to most other branches of current 
proof theory may be limited, since most so-called proof-theoretical re-
suits, including those proved by cut-elimination r normalization, do 
not refer to combinatorial properties of derivations, but to the conse- 
quence relation (provability, consistency, etc.), for which the details 
studied here are not strictly relevant. These results are (hopefully) rele- 
vaat rather to the development of proof theory as a genuine theory of 
the structure of proofs, in the spirit of, say, Gentzen. (See Kreisel's 
remarks in [ 10, pp. 242-243 and 247: "Returning now ... altogether", 
with footnote 14] .) 
1.5.2. Now let us try to compare the merits of the two systems: sequent 
calculus and natural deduction. 
There are, in fact, two  qualities desirable in fomlal systems: 
(1) the derivations should give a good analysis of (a certain class of) 
proofs, and 
(2) they should be convenient for metamathematical nvestigation. 
These qualities need not  coincide, since (as stated above) most meta- 
mathematical results deal with the consequence r lation rather than 
with the structure of proofs. This distinction is seen clearly in the case 
of (mathematics with) classical logic. With regard to ( 1 ), natural deduc- 
tion (together with the excluded third axiom or classical I rule) seems 
to give a better analysis of classical reasoning than the (symmetrical) 
sequent calculus, which seems to analyze classical truth conditions 
rather than classical proofs (as shown by its resemblance to Beth tableaux 
see [10, Digression on pp. 258-259] and [21, ch. I 11 ). However, the 
latter system, with its striking elegance and simplicity (particularly in 
the language without ~ ) seems definitely better suited than natural de~ 
duction with regard to (2) (see e.g. Takeuti [22] ). 
With intuitionistic logic, this dichotomy is still apparent. Here, natural 
deduction certainly has a claim to naturalness in analyzing proofs [ 17, 
p. 246, footnote]. The sequent calculus, on the other hand, is a~in 
especially useful for proof-theoretical applications ( ee e.g. Scarpellini 
[ 18, 19, 20] ) (although natural deduction can s:ilt be useful here: see 
Troelstra [23 ] ). 
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1.6. Suggestion to the reader 
In many cases, unfortunately, the proofs are long, requiring case-by- 
case analysis; however they are usually quite straightforward, so the 
reader may simply prefer to skip them, It should then be pointed out 
that in a theorem of the form ~'~ 3cb ' ..,, the proof gives a construction 
of the derivation ,7~' as a function of C9, primitive recursive in Gt~del 
numbers. (Notice also that V and 3 are metamathematical quantifiers, 
while V and 3 are symbols in the formal anguage.) 
Theorems are numbered anew in each section (thus, e.g., "§ 5, 
Theorem 3"), Lemmas, corollaries, propositions and definitions are not 
specially numbered, but are referred to by the subsection i  which they 
occur (thus, e.g., "Lemma 4.3,2"). 
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Part 1. INTUITIONISTIC PREDICATE LOGIC 
§ 2. The systems ~ and 
2.1. Language 
The lar~guage is that of the first order predicate calculus. The atomic 
formulas i,aclude a propositional constant ± (for absurdity). The formu- 
las are built up from these with the logical constants 3,  ^, V, v, 3. 
It is convenient to distinguish between bound variables x, y, ... and 
free variables a, b, .... 
Individual terms are denoted by r, s, t . . . . .  
Formulas are denoted by A, B, ..., Fa, ..., and atomic formulas by 
P, 0,..., 
2,2. The sequent calculus ~5 
2,2,1. Symbols and indices. A symbol is a finite non-empty sequence 
of natural numbers. 
An index is a finite non-empty set of symbols. 
Symbols are denoted by a, r, ..., and indices by 6,/3, .... An index 
consisting, of one symbol, {o), is denoted just by o. 
For any number i, the index (.(i)} (containing the single symbol <i> 
of length ". ) is called a unary index, and is denoted just by i. 
Operations on indices. ~Ve coasider two: 
(a) The union ~ u/3 of two indices a,/3 (i.e., set-theoretical union) is 
again an index. 
(b) The product of a and ~3 is 
aX#=af {a ,  z: aE  6, re /3} ,  
where • denotes concatenation f sequences. (So (6 X/3) X'r = t~ X (/3 × ~t).) 
The cardinality of ~n index a is denoted by ~. 
2.2.2. Indexed formulas and sequents. An indexed formula is an ordered 
pair consisting of  a formula and an index. We write an indexed formula 
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(A,a) asAa., 
F, A, r ' l ,  F', ... denote finite sets of indexed formulas. 
A sequent has the form F -~ A, i.e., a set of indexed formulas on the 
left side (antecedent), and ~n (unindexed) formula on the right (suc- 
cedent). 
2.2.3. Some notation and definitions. (a) The set 1 ~ u A is denoted by 
"F, A", and the set (A~} u F by "A~, F", etc. (But see convention (C): 
2.2.4 below.) 
(b) IFI is the set of (unindexed) formulas contained in F, i.e., 
IUI =af {A: 3 a (A~ ~ l")).  
(c) card (,4, 1-') is the cardinality of {a: A,~ ~ 1-'}. 
(d) An injection i : F' c_, U is a one-one map of 17' into P such that for 
all Aa ~ P', i(A~) = A s for some ~ (i.e., the formula is the same, but the 
index may be different). P' c., F means: there is an injection i : F' ~ F. 
Clearly, if[" c~ U, then(i) IU'I c !Fl, and (ii) for aliA ~ IF'I, 
card (A, F') < card (,4, P). 
(e) A bijection of F' with F is an injection which is onto F. 
F' ~ F means: there is a bijection of F' with F. 
(f) For any set F of indexed formulas, and index a: 
2.2.4. Convention (C). A representation such as "A~, F" implies that 
Aa ~ P. (But possibly A s ~ P for some 3 :~ a-) Similarly, a representation 
such as "Aa, A s , F'" implies that a :/: 3 and A~ ~ I" and Aa ~ I'; and so on. 
Note. We will sometimes omit indices in representing indexed formulas, 
and write "A, r "  for "A~, P" or "A, A, F" for "'A,, A s, F ' ,  etc. Con- 
vention (C) will hold implicitly in these cases. 
2.2.5. Motivation for the use o f  indexed formulas. The systemgt of 
natural deduction, to be described in § 2.3, is such that a derivation in 
9Z is a derivation of  a formula from a set of assumption classes, i.e., 
equivalence classes of (occurrences of) assumption formulas, where each 
assumption class consists of some occurrences of the same formula (al- 
though there may be more than one class for a given formula). 
In the map ~ from derivations in d to those ingt ,  to be defined in 
§2.4, a derivation in d of a sequent F -~ B is mapped to a derivation in 
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of B from the formulas in IFI, so that each A s in F is associated with 
an assumption class of A of cardinality ~, and further, the number of 
assumption classes of each A in IPI is card (a, F). 
2.2.6. Derivations in d . hfftlal sequents are of two kinds: 
(a) Logical initial sequents (LIS): A i ~, A for any formula A and unary 
index i satisfying the restriction on indices (below, 2.2.7(a)). 
(b) l-initial sequents (1 IS): I i -~ P for any atomic formula P other 
than 1, and unary index isatisfying the restriction on indices. (See notes 
2.2.7(a), (c).) 
lnfemnce rules. (a) Structural rules. There are two, cut and contraction: 
Cut: I" -~ A As, A-~ B (see 2.2.3 (f)). 
~x~, A "~ B 
Contr: Aa, A/~ L r -~ B 
Aau ~, P ~ B 
Note. There is no "Weakening" or "Thinning" inference. 
(b) Logical rules. 
DR: 1", Ao, ~ B or P -* B 
P-~ADB P -~A~B 
~L: P-*A B~,AoC 
rxO, A DBe0A~, C 
^R: F~A A~B 
F,A-~ A^B 
AL l : A~,  r - .  C ^L 2 • B s , F -~ C 
A ^B~,r -~ C AABs , r -~C 
VR: P-~Fa 
P -~ qx Fx 
(see nolle 2,2.7 (b)), 
~/? :14 
VL: 
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Ft, F-~ B 
Vx Fx, F "* B 
vR 1: P~ A vR 2: FT  B _ , 
F-* A v B P-* A v B 
vL: Aa, F "* C Btj, A -~ C or Aa, F ~, C A -* C or  
Av Bi, F ,A~C A v Bi, F ,A-*  C 
F-~ C B a, A'*  C or F -~C A-*C  
A v Bi, F ,A-~ C A v Bi, r, A "~ C 
i a "new" index (see note 2.2.7 (a)), 
3R: F ~ Ft 
P-~ 3x Fx 
3L: Fa~, F -* C or F --, C 
3x Fxi, F -~ C 3x Fx i, F -, C 
i a "new" index (see notes 2.2.7 (a), (b)). 
2.2.7. Notes on the inference roles of 6. (a) The unary indices denoted 
by i in the initial sequents and vL and 3L rules (in 2.2.6) are all called 
initial indices. They must satisfy the following 
Restriction on indices. In any derivation, all initial indices must be distinct. 
(b) In VR and ~L (above), a is called the proper variable of the infer- 
ence. It must satisfy the following 
Restrictions on variables. In VR, a q~ F u (Vx Fx }. In 3 L, a ~ A u ( 3x Fx, C). 
(Each such inference should be labelled with its proper variable a in case 
it does not actually occur in the formula Fa.) 
A free variable is called a proper variable of  a derivation if it is the 
proper variable of an inference in it. 
(c) In an 1IS, the restriction that P be different from I is to simplify 
the treatment (see § 5. ! 3). 
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(d) Application of  convention (C) (2.2.4). Assuming that (C) holds 
for (representations for) the upper sequent(s) of an inference, what 
about the lower sequent? We will see (2.2.12, Proposition 2) that (C) 
holds for this also, assuming the inference occurs in a derivation satis- 
fying the restriction on indices. 
2.2.8, Notation, (a) Indices will sometimes be omitted, for convenience, 
in representations of indexed formulas and sequents rhen, e.g., in the 
cut rule, Fxa (in the lower sequent) will simply be denoted again by F. 
Similarly for ~ L. 
Also, we will sometimes say "formula" instead of "indexed formula". 
(b) The notation: (Aa), r -~ B for a sequent is used to indicate the 
possibility that a is empty (and hence not strictly an index, by our deft- 
nition a ). This is interpreted as the sequent 
A~,, F "* B ifa ¢= O, 
r ' "  B ira = O, 
Similarly (not writing indices): (A), F -+ B denotes either the sequent 
A, F ~ B or the sequent F ~ B. 
The conventions simplify our descriptions of some of the inference 
rules, which can now be written as: 
~R:  P, (Aa)  -~ B 
F~A2B 
vL: G~,), I" -~ C (Be), A -* C 
A v Bi, F .A-+C 
3L: (Fa~,), F ~ C 
3x Fxi, r c 
(e) Notations for derivations. ~, 6, ~ l ,  ~' ,  ... denote derivations in 
¢~. 
Though we may still cMl it an k~lex for convenience. 
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denotes aderivation q~ with end-sequent r' ~ A, i.e., a derivation ~ of 
F -'-A. But 
cB P '~ A' 
or 
P~A F ' *A  
denotes a derivation which consists of an immediate subderivation ~,  
followed by an inference 
I~t "~ A~° 
F~-A 
So 
but 
Similarly, 
CD =CI) ' 
F-~ A 
cB 
P-~ A 
c/)' c/) " F' "* A' F~ -~ A'~ 
OI 
F-~A P -~A 
denotes aderivation which consists of immediate subderivations ~ '  and 
CD ", followed by an inference 
P' -+ A' P" -+ A" 
P-+A 
(d) Abbreviations. We write 
US for upper sequent, 
LS for lower sequent, 
LUS for left upper sequent, 
RUS for right upper sequent, 
LIS for logical initial sequent, 
±IS for ±-initial sequent. 
2.2.9. Definitions. (a) 1 c/) is the length of a derivation q), i.e., the num- 
ber of inferences it contains. (So a derivation consisting of a single initial 
sequent has length 0.) 
(b) r ~ is the last inference rule ofCb. 
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Note If q) consists only of a LIS or llS, we write rcD = I~ or l, respec- 
tivel), and call these 0-premiss rules. 
2.2.10. Definitions. A formula occurrence in a derivation is called: 
(i~ logical initial (LI) if it is in a LIS, 
(ib t-initial (tl) if it is in an tlS, 
(iii) principal if it results from a logical inference (e.g. the occurrence 
ofA ^ B a in the LS of the ^ L 1 rule in 2.2.6), 
(iv) contracted if it results from a contraction (i.e., the occurrence of 
A~ua in the LS of the contraction rule in 2.2.6), 
(v ) passive otherwise. 
Proposition. Ever), formula occurrence in a derivation of  d can be one 
and one only o f  the above; except lvat if it is on the right side of a 
sequent, it cannot be contracted. 
2.2.11. Four types o f  cut. tt is convenient to classify cuts occurring in 
derivations into four types (not all mutually exclusive), according to the 
nature of the cut formulas in the upper sequents. We list these now for 
later reference: 
(a) cut formula is passive in at least one US, 
(b) cut formula is contracted in at least one US (necessarily the RUS), 
(c) cut formula is LI in at least one US, 
(d) cut formula is principal in both US's. 
Note. (i) A cut of t~,pe (c) is called a trivial cut. 
(ii) The case "1I in both US's" is impossible, since the cut would then 
have the form 
I~1  l - *P  , 
where the LUS is an 1IS of the form 1 ~ J., which has been expressly 
excluded. Also, the case "11 in LUS, principal in RUS" is impossible, 
since I cannot be a principal formula. 
2.2.12. Congruence o f  derivations in d. We do not want to distinguish 
between derivations just on the basis of how their initial indices were 
chosen. So we proceed as follows. 
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Fora symbol o = ( i  S . . . .  , ik), p(o)  is defined to be the set of  numbers 
{q ,..., ik }. 
For an index a, v(a) =at- U{~'(o): o ~ a}. 
For a set P of  indexed formulas, 
v(r) :IA(Aa ~ P)}. 
Finally, for a derivation ~,  
v(~ ) =dr U {v(P): P is the left side of a sequent in ~ }. 
So v(~ ) is a set of natural numbers, the "numbers o f~ '" 
Two derivations cD t and <02 are said to be congruent if there is a 
bijection rr of v(~ 1 ) with v( ~2 ) so that when each element of v( q)l ) 
is replaced throughout ~ 1 by its image under ~r, then the result is cb 2 . 
We will generally identify congruent derivations. (The conversions to 
be defined in {} 3 will be well defined on congruence classes.) 
I.emma 1. For any ~ , v( <l) ) is the set o f  initial radices o f  ,~. 
Proof. By induction on lob. 
Lemma 2. For ato' derivation 
cD, ~, ,  
P -+ A , v(q~') n v(<a") = O. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 and the restriction on indices (2.2.7(a)). 
Proposition 1. I f P  is the left side o f  a sequent in ~ , and A o and B a are 
two distinct elements o fF ,  then ~ c~ (3 = fk (whether A = B or not). 
Proof. Induction on l~.  For the case that P is in the LS of an inference 
with two US's, use Lemma 2. 
Propos i t ion  2. I f  the representations for  the US('s) of  an inference in a 
derivation satisfy (C) ~2.2.4), then so does that for  the L$ if.e, in the 
LS of^Ls~ shown in 2.2.6, A ^ Ba ~ U, etc.). 
Proof. Consider each inference rule in turn. Use Lemma 2 and Proposi- 
tion 1. 
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2.2.13. Connection between ~3 and LJ  o f  Gentzen [4]. Let I" denote 
a finite sequence of (unindexed) fornmlas, and I Ft the set of formulas 
in F. 
Next, for any formula A, A* is formed by replacing all subformulas 
of the form "1B by B* 3 ± (and preserving atoms and other logical con- 
stants); and A 0 is formed by replecing all occurrences of J. in A by 
P ^ "tP (for some atom P). 
For any set S of formulas, 
S* = {A*: A ~ S}, S O = {A°: A ~ S}. 
Proposition. (a) f f L J  ~ I'-* A, then ¢J ~ P' -* A for some P' such that 
tF'I C IFI*. 
(b) I f  c~ ~- 1 ~' ~ A, then L J  ~- F -~ A for any F such that tFI = IP'I ° . 
Proof. Induction on the length of the derivation in each case. 
2.3. "/Tze system ~ o f  natural deduction 
2.3.1. The system 9t is similar to NJ of Gentzen [4] .and the systems of 
Prawitz [ 16, 17], except hat a derivation in q~ is a derivation of a formula 
(the conclusion) from a set of assumption classes, i.e., non-empty, pairwise 
disjoint classes of occurrences of assumption formulas, where each class 
consists of occurrences of the same formula (although there may be more 
than one class for the same formula). 
Again we use symbols and indices, as defined in 2.2.1. Each assump- 
tion occurrence (i.e., occurrence of an assumption formula) in a deriva- 
tion is associated with a distinct symbol, and each assumption class with 
an index, viz. the set of symbols of the assumption occurrences it con- 
tains. So an assumption occurrence of a formula A may be written as 
Ao (a a symbol), and an assumption class as A a (~ an index). 
However, we are not dealing with indexed formulas here. These sym- 
bols and indices are not part of the formal system q~ (unlike the case 
with c~ ). They are only used at a meta-level to represent different as- 
sumption occurrences and assumption classes of the same formula 
sche/natically, and to facilitate the description of the mapping from 
derivations in cJ to those in°d. Whenever a derivation in -~ is written 
out in filll, the distinct identities and structure of the assumption classes 
will be apparent, and the indices and symbols will be redundant. 
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2,3.2. Notation. F, A, ... denote finite sets of asa~mption classes (in the 
context of derivations in ~,  not sets of indexed formulas, as in 6 ; 
which is intended will be clear from the context). 
If II is a derivation of  C from F, then H can be written: 
r P 
II or II or II . 
C C 
Similarly, if l] is a derivation of  C from P u {,4s}, it can be written: 
F, As P, A s 
II or II 
C 
In the same way, a derivation II of C from P u {A~, B~} can be written: 
P, A s , B~ F, A,,, Bt~ 
H or H 
C 
We will often omit symbols and indices, writing, e.g., 
P ,A ,B  for P, As,B~ 
II H 
IfA~ is one of  the assumption classes of H, we can write II as 
As 
I I "  
Similarly; the notation 
A,~, B~ 
II 
means that A s and B~ are among the assumption classes of H. 
denotes a finite sequence of derivations. 
B 
denotes a derivation, the last inference of which has, as premisses, the 
conclusions of the derivations of  ~,. Thus 
II 
B 
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means 11, but 
II 
B 
does not, 
Finally, an assumption class A {o } consisting of only one assumption 
occurrence A o is identified with this occurrence, 
2.3.3. Notational conventions. (a) We will use the notation: 
P, (A.) (or (A~)) 
11 II 
to indicate the possibility thal a = 0. This is interpreted as 
P, A~ 
II 
if a #,~ 0, and 
F 
11 
ifu = 0 (compare 2.2.8(b)). Again, we may om:~ the index ~, writing 
here 
F, (A) (A) 
or  
II II 
(b) If we write 
P 
11'  
it is assumed that P is the set of all assumption classes of If. Similarly, 
the representation 
r,  A s (or r ,  A s, B~ 
II n ) 
implies that r u {A s) (or r u {A., Bg), respectively) is the set ofalt 
assumption classes of r .  
However, in representations such as 
H or As  A s ,  B~ 
' H ' or II ' 
21 
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:there may be assumption classes of II besides those shown. 
(c) Convention (C) (2.2.4) still applies (for assumption classes now). 
i 
2.3.4: Operations with assumption classes. Before listing the inference 
rules, we describe three operations on derivations involving assumption 
classes. 
(a) Discharging an assumption class. In the inference ~1 (2.3.7, below) 
either one or no assumption class is discharged. We can give a unified 
notation for both cases, using the convention of 2.3.3 (a). Consider a
derivation denoted by 
F, (A~) (Aa) 
II or II 
B B 
Applying the inference 31 results in a derivation denoted by 
r, [A~ ] [A. ] 
H or H 
B B 
A~B A~B 
(Again, we may omit the index a here.) 
This means that i fa =~ 0, then the class A a is discharged here, and if 
= 0, then nothing is discharged. (So square brackets, like parentheses, 
always indicate the possibility that the enclosed index, a in this case, is 
empty.) 
There may be other assumption classes of A in P. These are not dis- 
charged. 
Similarly, in ~e inference rE, either two, one or no assumption 
classes are discharged, and in 3E, either one or no class. 
A derivation isassumed to contain indications of which assumption 
class, if any, is discharged at a given inference (like the "discharge- 
function" of Prawitz [ 16, oh. I, §4] ). 
(b) Contraction. In this operation, two assumption classes of the same 
formula are replaced by their union. If the original derivation H is (de- 
noted) 
P. A~, A a 
II 
then the derivation II' resulting from the contraction ofA a and A a is 
denoted 
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F ,A=,Ao  or P' Aau0 
II Ii' 
Note, (i) I f  a derivation is denoted 
P, A~, A~ 
11 
then II refers not to this derivation, but to file "uncontracted" derivation 
F ,A~,A~ 
II 
Similarly, in a derivation written 
P, ,4~, A~, B~, B~ 
1"1 
H refers to the derivation 
P, A,~, A~, B. r , B6 
I1 
(ii) It will be seen that any assumption class, say Aa, of  cardinality 
k > 1 ~ can be considered as resulting from k - 1 contractions of the k 
assumption occurrences in this class, i.e., ¢"%/"L /L  
F, Aa P, Ao i ,Aa 2 .... ,Ao k 
II Ir ' 
where ~ = (o I , ..., ok}. 
(c) &tbstitution. Notatio~t: 
Now given derivations 
A P,A,~ 
1"I l and II 2 , 
A 
again, Ax~ , =a {Dsx~: D8 ~ A}. 
we define a derivation 
Ax~ 
Il l 
II = I', (A,,) , 
I12 
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called the substitution of H 1 for the assumption class A~, in II 2 , as follows. 
Suppose - E l ,  ..., a ,  F st Write as 
1-', A,z,  Aa2, ..., A,, k . 
Then remove the k -  1 contractions or "arrows" joining the Aot, and for 
: 1 < i < k, attach to each Aoi a copy 
Ax {oi} 
II I 
A 
of H 1 (but with assumption classes indexed as shown). Finally, for each 
D~ ~ A, contract the k classes D~ x {~ ), D~ x {.~ }, --., Ds x {~ } into the 
one cla~s D s x~. 
Example. Suppose 
A ~ A^B AAB 
NI =A^B and II2 =(AAB)A(AAB) " 
Then the substitution of Il 1 for the assumption class A ^ B of Il2 is the 
derivation ~ 
A B A B 
AAB AAB 
(A ^  B) A (A A B) 
2.3.5. Notational variants of the definition of substitution. Suppose II 
is formed by substitution as in 2.3.4(c), i.e., 
Axa 
Ill 
1I = P, (A~) . 
Il2 
(a) We can omit the subscript "Xa" from A, and further omit A and 
F, writing 
II 1 
r l=  (As)  • 
Il2 
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(b) If I l l  is written with a line above its conclusion, e.g. as 
A 
then we can omit the parentheses around A~: 
E 
II = P, A~ 
II 2 
(c) I fa  = a t o ~2, then 11 can be written as 
Axa, Axe,2 
Jql I l l  I l l lql 
(A~t)~----~ (A~2) , or (Aa,)------~ (A~2) 
1]2 112 
where the arrow means that corresponding pairs, D6xa~ and Dnx , 2, of 
assumptioa classes in Axc,~ and hxa 2 , respectively, are contracted. 
Further. if 
111 nl 
Ill = A ' 
we can wrae II as 
A~, ~-----~ A~2 , 
II 2 
etc. 
(d) If 111 (or I12 , resp.) consists of a single formula occurrence, then 
11 can be defined simply as FI 2 (or 1"11 , resp.). 
(e) If 111 has th~ form 
B 
(i.e., a single inference) 
A 
or 
A ' 
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then in II, the assumption class B (shown here) can be indexed with a 
:rather than, say, {i} × a. 
Note. The modifications in (d) and (e) affect only the indices in r~- ~,~ 
sentations of  II, but not 11 itself (since the indices are not part of tae 
derivations in ~,  by 2.3.1). 
2.3.6. A generaiization of  the substitution operation. Consider derivations 
111 and (A,,) 
A II 2 
(i.e., possibly a = 0: see 2.3.3(a)). Then we define the substitution 
rI 1 
112 
to mean simply II 2 in the case that c~ = 0. 
Similarly we can generalize the notation of 2.3.5 (c) to include the 
case that cq or a 2 = 0, in which case (say al = 0) the figure there is 
interpreted as 
I I  1 
(A~) 
II2 
2.3.7. Derivations in 9t. (a) For any formula A, there is a trivial deriva- 
tion of A from (the assumption class consisting of) A itself, which can 
be denoted by A or A i (for any unary index i). 
(b) Structural rule. There is one Contraction (Contr): If 
F, A~, A~ 
11 
is a derivation, then so is 
F, Aa, Ae ~ 
11 
(c) Logical inference rules. 
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~I: 
DE: 
AI: 
Vl: 
rE: 
vl l :  
vE: 
31: 
hE: 
.[: 
[A=] 
h 
B 
ADB ' 
A A~B 
B 
A B 
A^B ' 
Fa 
Vx Fx 
(see note 2.3.8(a)), 
Vx Fx 
Ft 
,,,h 
AvB " 
^E 1: AAB ^E 2" A^B 
A B 
(see note 2.3.8 (b)), 
vt2: B 
[A a ] [B~] 
1"11 II: Fl 3 
AvB C C 
Ft 
C 
3x 
[Fa~ l 
111 1"I 2 
3x F~" C 
AvB ' 
(see note 2.3.8(a)), 
(see notes 2.3,8(a), (b)), 
C 
P atomic, different from .t. 
P 
2.3,8. Notes on the inference rules o fg t .  (a) In the inferences 31, vE and 
3E, as depicted above, ~ and/or fl may be empty, in which case no as- 
sumption class is discharged here (see 2.3.4(a)). Also ~ere may be other 
assumption classes of the same formula (as the one discharged). These 
are not discharged here. 
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i ~il : 
i (b ) In  v iand  ~E (above), a is called the proper variable of the infe- 
rence, and its occurrences shown (in Fa) are called its occurrences at
that inference. It must satisfy the Restrictions on variables: 
ln a VI inference. 
r 
II 
Fa 
Vx Fx  
In a 3E inference 
, a ~ V O {qx Fx}  . 
F [Fao ], A 
II1 H2 
3x Fx C 
C 
, aq~At3 {3xFx, C). 
(Here there may be contractions bet~ een assumption classes in F and A.) 
A free variable is called a proper variable of a derivation if it is the 
proper variable of an inference in it. 
(c) In the t-rule, the restriction that P be different from l (made also 
in [16] ) is to simplify the treatment (see §5.13). 
(d) In an E-rule, the premiss containing the logical constant being 
eliminated is called the major premiss; any other premisses are called 
minor. (The t-rule counts as neither an I-rule nor an E-rule.) 
2.3.9. Definitions. (a)/H, the length of a derivation H, is the sum of the 
total number of inferences in 1I, and the total numbe~ of "arrows" (or 
contractions) in H. 
Example. If 
A A A ,A ,A  
Ht = A ^ A A and II 2 = FI l 
(AAA)  AA 
then IH 1 = 2 and IH 2 = 4. 
(b) rl l  is the last logical inference rule of H (i.e., ignoring contractions). 
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2.4. The map ~ from derivations in cl to derivations in 9Z 
2,4.1, Let Der (¢J) and Der (~ ) be file set of all derivations in c$ andq~, 
respectively, We will define a (many-one) map 
~: Der (~)~ Der(q~), 
An important property of 9 is depicted as follows: 
F 
A 
Here both occurrences of P represent the same sets notationall~, but 
the elements of the I" depicted on the left are considered as indexed 
formulas, and those of tbe P on the right, as assumption classes. 
So ~p has the property that the image of a derivation c3 of a sequent 
P ~ A is a derivation 9 CO of A from the set P of assumption classes, as 
indicated in the above diagram. 
We sometimes write CO ~ H for ~ cO = 11. 
2.4,2. The definition of ~0 is by induction on lCb. We consider cases, 
according to reD. 
rob q) ~CO 
0 Ai -~A 
J. li"+ A 
Cut 
Contr 
~l ~2 
P-* A A ~,A-+ B 
Fx~ , A - *  B 
COl 
A~, AO, IF" "-> B 
A~u g, P -~ B 
Ai  
ii 
A 
~x~ 
(A O, A 
cD 2 
B 
F,A~,A~ 
~COl 
B 
(substitution of 
~COl forAa in¢co 2) 
(Contr between 
A~ and Aa 
in ~oCD 1) 
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r ~ ~ ~p Cl) 
9R cb 1 F, [Aqi 
F, (A.) "." B ~o cB 1 
F-+ADB B 
A~B 
DL ~ cb 2 Fx0 
F ~ A Ba, A-~ C ~oCO 1
Fxa, A D Ba, A _+ C A A D B a 
AR c~ I ~2 
F"+A A~B 
r ,A -*AAB 
ALl ~t 
A,,, P -* C 
AL 2 
VR 
VL 
vR l 
A ^ Ba, F'+ C 
Similarly: use AE 2 
P -. Fa 
F ~ Vx Fx 
Ft ,r-  B 
Vx Fxn, P ~ B 
cO l 
P-~ A 
P -~AvB 
, 
so cO 2 
C 
V A 
~o cO t ~o cO 2 
A B 
A^B 
A ^B a 
(A,~), F 
~o Cb 1 
C 
F 
9Cbl 
Fa 
Vx Fx 
Vx Fxa 
(F t~) ,  r 
B 
F 
~ cD i 
A 
AvB 
& (Substitu- 
tion: see 
2.3.5(e)) 
(Substitution: 
see 2.3.5 (e)) 
(Substitution: 
see 2.3.5 (e)) 
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vR 2 Similarly: use vI 2 
[A,~I, P 
vL q~l cb~ ~ocb~ 
(A,~), P ..* C (B~), A ..* C A v B i C 
Av  Bi, P ,A -*C  C 
[Ba], A 
~Pq)2 
C 
3R CD l p 
l" -* Ft ~o cD I 
P"~ 3x  Fx Ft 
3x Fx 
3 L q)l [F% ], F 
(F%) ,  V--* C ~oq) 1
ax Fx i, P -" C 3x Fx i C 
C 
2.4.3. Remark. In the case when rCD = Cut, D L,^L or vL (where the sub- 
stitution operation is used), we must still make sure that ~ q) is a correct 
derivation, with regard to the restrictions on variables, i.e., 
for Cut, no proper variable in ~oq) 2 occurs in P; 
forDL, no proper variable in ~@2 occurs in P or A D B; 
for ^ L, no proper variable in ~o@ 1 occurs in A ^ B; 
for VL, no proper variable in ~o @l occurs in Vx Fx. 
This will be so in the cases tkat interest us,namely if q) has the "proper 
variable property" (see § 2.5, expecially Proposition 2.5.4(b)). 
2.4.4. Proposition. The map ~:  Der (cJ) -~ Der (q~)/s onto. 
Proof. We show that for all II ~ Der (oK) there is a q~ ~ Der (cD such 
that ~q)  ) ::- II, by induction on IH. 
If IH = 0: say H = A, Take q~ = At -~ A for any unary index i. 
If IH > O: consider cases according to'rrI. We give two examples: 
(a) rl l  = Vl. Say 
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F 
Il = 1-[ 1 
Fa 
Vx Fx 
By induction hypothesis there is a derivation 
So take 
I'-~ Fa 
such  that  ~ocb t = H t . 
COl 
I'-~ Fa CO- 
I ~ -0. VxFx  
(vR) 
Note that the restriction on variables for this VR is ensured by the restric- 
tion on variables for the VI in II. 
(b) rl I  = ~E. Say 
II 1 II 2 
A A~B 
I I= 
B 
Case (i). There is no contraction joining an as~ump;:ion class of II l 
with one of 1"12 . 
By induction hypothesis there are derivations 
COl CO2 
F~A'  A~A~B 
such that ~0 COi .. iIi (i = 1, 2). Further we suppose v( COl ) n v(CO2) " 0 
(see 2.2.12); otherwise replace CO 1 and ¢0 2 by congruent derivations which 
do satisfy this. (This is to ensure that the restriction on indices in 2.2.7 (a) 
is satisfied.) Then take 
C'Ol 
~ 2 F-'> A B ~-> B 
A-* A ~ B Fxt, A ~ Bi-~ B co=,, 
Axi, Fxi -," B 
(for some i ¢ v(COl) to v(c/)2)). 
Case (ii). Otherwise, say 
( .L) 
(Cut) 
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c ,r ca,  
II t 1"I 2 
I1= A A3B , 
with possibly other contractions (not shown) between assumption 
classes in P and 4. Let 
c ,r q ,a  
III II 2 
11' = ,4 A ~ B 
B 
(i.e., the same as l'l, but without the contraction between C~ and Ca). 
Then ll'l' = l l l  - 1. So by induction hypothesis there is a derivation q)' 
of C~, C a, P, A -~ B such that ¢ c/)' = II'. So take 
cb= ~'  (Contr). 
C~u ~, P, a -~ B 
2.4.5. Remark. Consider the question: in the sequent calculus, since the 
cut rule is eliminable (and, moreover, cut-free derivations are more use- 
ful in metamathematical investigations) why introduce the cut rule to 
begin with? Why not concentrate exclusively on cut-free systems? One 
may say that the cut rule is "natural", but we can give a better 
answer now: the cut rule is used in the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 (and indeed. 
must be used here, by § 5.10, Theorem 3). With the above proof, specifical- 
ly, for any logical constant c, cI in qZ corresponds to cR in eS, and cE in 
to cL and Cut in ci (as in Gentzen's transformation f N J- into L J- 
derivations [4, V, § 4] ). 
2.4.6. Corollary. Let ~3 - and q~- be the subsystems o f  c5 and c~ involv- 
ing only ±, ~,  ^  and V. Then the restriction o f  ~o to Der(c~-) is onto 
Der (9C). 
Proof. By the proof of 2.4.4. 
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2.5. The proper variable property in c~ and 9t 
2.5.1. Definitions. (a) A connection in a derivation 11 of c~ between two 
formula occurrences A and B is a sequence A t,  ..-, An of formula occur- 
rences in 11 such that A 1 =A, An = B, and for ~1 i < n, one of the fol- 
lowing holds: 
(i) Ai is not the major premiss of a vE or 3E, or minor premiss of an 
~E, and A/+l is immediately below Ai; or vice versa; 
(fl) A i and Ai+ 1 are the two premisses of an ~E; 
(iii) A i .;s the major premiss of avE  or 3E, and Ai+ 1 is in an assumption 
class discharged by this inference; or vice versa; 
(iv) A i is the conclusion of an ~I, and Ai+ l is in an asstunption class 
discharged by this inference; or vice versa; 
(v) A i and Ai+ t are in the same assumption class. 
(b) Two occurrences of a free variable a in II are linked in FI if there 
is a connection i  I] between the formula occurrences containing these 
two occurrences of a, such that a occurs in every formula occurrence of 
this connection. 
(c) A derivation II of 9t has the proper variable property (PVP) if 
every occurrence in n of a proper variable a of an inference in H is 
linked to an occurrence of a at that inference. 
(d) A derivation co of  e5 has the proper variable property (PVP) if 
every occurrence in co of  a proper variable of  a VR or 3 L inference is 
above that inference. 
Note. (c) and (d) are essentially the definitions used by Prawitz [ 16, 
p. 29], and Gentzen [4, III, 3.101 ], respectively. 
?,.5.2. Lemma. a is a proper variable in cb (of VR or 3L, resp. ) i f f  
a is a proper variable in ~o cb (ofVI  or 3E, resp.). 
2.5.3. Lemma. I f  a is a proper variable o f  an inference in 
F 
H , 
A 
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then no occurrence o f  a in F or in A is linked in II to any occurrence 
o f  a at that inferenc ~.. 
Proof. By induction on lII. 
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2.5.4. Proposition. (a) ~o cD has PVP ~* ~ has PVP. 
(b) ~ has PVP ~, the infer(nces in ~ocD satisfy the restrictions on 
variables. 
Proof. (a) Induction on leD. Use Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. 
(b) Induction on lCb. Use Lemma 2.5.2. 
Note. Part (b) solves the problem raised in Remark 2.4.3. 
2.5.5. Conclusion. Since neither implication in Proposition 2.5.4(a) and 
(b) is reversible, we will assume throughout that our derivations satisfy 
the strongest possible condition, viz., those in ~ have PVP, and those in 
ei are such that theLr images under ~o have PVP ! 
Note. With regard to this, notice that a derivation in q~ can be effective- 
ly transformed into one with PVP [16, p. 29]. 
2.6. Aiwn~ative versions o f  the sequent ca!cuh~s 
Consider a calculus of sequents e~' involving sets of unindexed formu- 
las; i.e., in a sequent r' ~ A, P is a set of (unindexed) formulas. The Cut 
rule is 
F-+A A-+B 
1", A - {A) -+ B 
with the restriction that A must contain A (rather like the Mix inference 
of Gentzen [4] ). (Of course there is no Contraction.) The D R rules are 
F+B and P+B , 
F -{A} -* A ~ B P+ A~B 
where (in both cases) P may or may not contain A. 
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The former ~R inference corresponds, in natural deduction, to an ~ I 
:in which all assumption occurrences of the minor premiss are discharged, 
and the latter to one in which none are. So ¢5' is incapable ofrepre- 
senting a natural deduction system, such asg~, in which some, but not 
all, assumptions may be discharged at an ~ I. 
Since 6' is certainly simpler to describe than 6, we may attempt a
correspondence with a natural deduction system, say ~ ' ,  in which either 
all, or none, of the assumptions of the minor premiss are discharged at 
an ~I (and similarly for the vE and 3E rules). 
Now we can indeed define a map ~o' of Der (¢Y) onto Der (9Z'), analo- 
gous to ~p. However, the correspondence b tween conversions in tile two 
systems fails (at least relative to a nataral set of conversion rules in 6 '). 
For firstly, the analogue of §4, Theorem 1 (in fact Lemma 4.2) fails (see 
the example in 7.6.2). Secondly, so does the analogue of § 5, Theorem 2 
(see the example in § 5.9). 
In any case, qt seems preferable to q~' as a natural deduction system, 
in at least two senses: 
(a) from the point of view of the so-caUed isomorphism between terms 
and derivations [23, §4.1.61, 
(b) since strong normalization fails for 9t '. (An example showing this 
has been found by D. Leivant, by suitably modifying the example, in 
[ 12, § 2.8 ], for a natural deduction system in which all assumptions are 
always discharged at an ~I.) 
As for a calculus of sequents involving sequences of (unindexed) 
formulas, e.g. LJ of Gentzen [4], a correspondence with natural deduc- 
tion is possible (Mann [ 13] ), but the natural deduction system must be 
modified to a greater extent han in our case. 
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§3. Conversions in cJ- and q~- 
Let o3- and ~-  be the negative fragments of c5 and 9t, respectively, 
i.e., the subsystems involving only 1, ~,  ^  and v. In the next few sections 
(§ §3-6)  we will consider ~- and OZ- only, and the metavariables 
cb ..... I1, ... will range over derivations in these systems only. 
3.1. Conversions hs ¢~- 
There are two kinds of conversion in o3-: pennutarive and essential. 
Pemlutative conversions (perm convns) are again of two kinds: permu- 
tative cut conrer~ions (perm cut convns) which involve permuting cuts 
upward past other inferences (and removing trivial cuts), and contrac- 
tion conversions (contr conwas) which involve permuting contractions 
downward past other inferences. Essential conversions involve replacing 
cuts by other cuts with simpler cut formulas. 
Permutative cut conversions, contraction conversions and essential 
conversions are described "n 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, respectively. These 
subsections actually describe the conversion of the subderivation ending 
with the inference shown. In fact, because of the absence of a "thinning" 
inference, the conversion of the whole derivation must also include a 
"pruning" of the derivation below these inferences. This is described in 
3.1.5. 
3.1.1. Permutative conversions. There are three types (not mutually 
exclusive), correspondil~g to the first three types of cut listed in 2.2.11. 
(For type (d): cut formula principal in both US's, we apply an essential 
conversion: see 3.1.3.) 
(a) O~t formula passive in one US 
I f  passive in RUS: Let 
A' -* B' A' -* B' A" -~ B" 
A -~ B (r l )  and A ~ B (r2) 
be any 1- and 2-premiss inference figures, according to inference rules 
r~ and r~, respectively. There are 3 cases: 
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co2 col c/)2 
col A~, A'-~ B' P -~ A A(,, A'-) B' 
F-*A  A a ,A -~B (rl) cony IPxa,A'-*B' 
I'x~ ,, A -* B rxa,  A --~ B (rl) 
(Note that in the case r 1 is VR, the new vR inference is correct, i.e., the 
restriction on variables holds, provided the original derivation has PVP.) 
(ii) co2 cO3 
co1 As, , A '-> B' A "'* B" 
P-" A Aa, A"  B (r2) 
I'xa, A -~ B 
~1 cD2 
I" -* A A~., Z~'--) B' c/) 3 
cony I'x~., A' --* B' A" -* B" 
I'xo ~, A ~ B (r2) 
(Note that the indices a'  and a are different i f r  2 is Cut or 3L.) 
(iii) c'O2 Q) 3 
COt A'-+ B' A~, A"-, B" 
(r2) F-* A A~,A~ B 
Px~,, A -, B 
'~1 CO3 
F-+ A A~, A"-, B" 
cony A' --, B' Fx~, A"-* B" 
I'x~ , A .-, B (r2) 
If passive in LUS: 
(iv) Permuting cut with another cut: 
e'O 1 .O 2 
F-, A A:.,A-o. B q)3 
B 
.. rx~x~i~x~, e ~ c 
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corw 
Q)2 "/)3 
~1 A~, A ~ B Ba, O + C 
r ' -+A A~x#, Axo, O~- C 
rx~xa, Axa,O'+ C 
(v) Pemluting cut with contraction: 
col 
A~I , A .2 ,  I? ~ B co2 
A~lu~ :,I'+B B a ,A -~C conv 
A(~lu.2)x a, Fxa, A -~ C 
col ("l)2 
A~t , Aa2 , F -+ B B#, A -~ C 
Aalx#,A 2x#, r×o, a + c 
A(~,x0)u(~2x# ), l?x#, A -~ C 
(vi) Permuting cut with ~L: 
col co2 
r ' - *A  Ba,& -~ C c~3 
Pxo, A~Bo,  A -~C C.~,O-~D cony 
Fxox~, A :D Box. t, Ax~ t , O ~ D 
% % 
co, 
F-~A . Box.t, Ax.t, O -+ D 
Fxaxv, A D Box.t, Ax.t, O -+ D 
(vii) Permuting cut with AL 1 : 
co l
Aa, [' -~ B CO2 
A A C~, r.+ B ~ A ~ D conv 
A ^ C~x a, t'× 0, A -, O 
col co2 
Aa , r  + B B~,A-* D 
A~xa, Px#, A ~ D 
A^Cc, x#, rx~, A ~ D 
(Similarly for ^  L 2 .) 
(viii) Permuting cut with VL: like ^ L. 
(b) Cut formula contracted in RUS 
CO2 
cot A a , A 0, A "+ B 
P "+ A A~u#, A -+B 
Fx(~u~), A -~ B 
cony 
(Cut A au#) 
Q)I CO2 
CO'I r~A .... A~"Ao'A"B (CutA~) 
r ' - ,  4 rx . ,A#,  a -~ B 
(Cut A a) 
. . . .  l:' Pxa, A ~ B 
: (Contrs) 
r " ,  A -~ B 
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Here ~ i scon~ont  o cO t , with v CO~ n (vco 1 U v @2) = 0 (see 2.2.12: 
to sat~fy the restriction of indices in 2.2.7 (a)). The dots represent the 
succeSsive contractions (in any o~eO of co.esvond .  ( a, 
:of indexed formulas from r~,  rxa ,  respectively, for each C v~ P (i.e., 
& " . . *  • --# 
under the 1-1 correspondence induced by the buection of v COl withy col)- 
Note. Although the two end-sequents above are not identical, P" -~ Fx(a~a) 
by the map: 
C(v,xo)u(~x~ ) I-* C~x(auO ) for all C~ ~ P .  
We will often, for notational convenience, write CO~ as COl, P' as P, 
and P" as Pxc~uo) (or just P, if indices are omitted). Also, we may repre- 
sent the second erivation above by the notation 
CO1 CO1 (2)2 
I"-*A I'-.*A A~, Aa, A ~ B 
• (2 cuts: A~, A0). 
Fx~, Px~, A -'* B 
: (Contrs) 
l"x(au~), A -* B 
(c) Cut formula LI in one US (i.e., a trivial cut) 
The two possibilities are: 
(i) cD 
I'-', A Ai-* A 
cony CO . 
rx i~ A 
CO 
(i i) A i -* A Aa, I" -* B 
Aix a , P -* B 
cony CO. 
Note. In both cases the indexing of the LS changes, but there a~e obvious 
bijections: Fxt ~ P and Aix a , P ~ A a , I', respectively. 
3.1.2. Contraction conversions. (a) Contracted formula is "~assive" in 
the next inference. 
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Let 
r' -* B' P' -* B' P" ~ B" 
I" "-" B (rt) and I" ~ B (r2) 
be any 1- and 2-premiss inference figures, according to infereace rules 
r 1 and r 2, respectively. 
(i) co cD 
Aa, A#, I" -. B' Aa ,A  ~, I" -+ B' 
Ac, u~, r '  -* B' cony A. ,A¢,  I" --> B 
A~u#, I ~ -~'B"' Ol) :: A.u~,r-~ B 
(rt) 
(~) CO2 
r'-, 8' A~uo, r "  -+ B" 
conv 
(r2) 
cOl CO2 
I"'+ B' Aa,',A,~" V"->,,B" 
. . .  ...... A~, .A~, . r . . .TB  
Aau a, I" ~ B 
(r2) 
(iii) cO l 
A.~ _, A~. r ° - ,  8 '  cO 2 
Aa,u#,, r ~ B (r2) 
conv 
~1 CO2 
A~,A~,P.I-> B' . V" ~..B, 
Aa,,A#,, I" -~ B 
Aa,uo,,r-* B 
(r 2) 
where a' = a and/~' = ~ ifr 2 is ^R, and a' = a ×~/and ~' = ~×7 (for some 
7) if r 2 is Cut or DL. 
Co) Contracted formula is "active" in next inference. 
(i) Permuting contraction with another contraction: 
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c/) c/) 
A,. , Aa, A~, r -> B Aa, A~,.A.,, I" -~ B 
A~u #, A. r, r,,, -'," B cony A,,, Aau. r , l" -~B 
A~uau ~ , F ~ B A,,uOu. ~ , £ "-* B 
(ii) Permuting with cut: same as 3.1.1 (b). 
(iii) Permuting with 3L: 
q)2 
~] B~,, B~, A -~ C c/)~ 
I'-* A B~u a , A -~ C IF" "* A 
cony 
I"x(~u~), A ~ B,,ua, A -* C 
c/) 1 cD 2 
r-~ A Be,Ba, A-* C 
Fx~,ADB~,Bo,  A~ C 
["x#,A D Ba,I'x~,A ~ B~, A-* C 
F",A 7) B~va, A "* C 
(Contrs) 
where (asin 3.1.1 (b)) ~ is congruent to ~t  ;vcOl n (vq) 1 u vcO 2) = O; 
the dots represent successive contractions (in any order) of corresponding 
pairs of indexed formulas in rxa and l"xc , , and ofA ~ B# with A ~ B~, 
and F"  " Fx(~u#). 
Again, we will often write ~ as cD 1 , F' as F, r'" as Fx((~u~s) (or just 
r'), and the second derivation above as 
@l q)] ¢D2 
A A a ,B ,AT_ c 
['xa, rxa, A D B~,A D Ba, A -* C 
(2 ~ L's) 
(Contrs) 
Px(~u~), A D Bau #, A ~ C 
(iv) Permuting with AL! : 
Aa , A ~, F ~ C 
Aau ~, I" -~ C 
A ^ Bau ~, P + C 
(Similarly for AL2.) 
cony 
cO 
A.  , ,, r - ,  c 
A^B~,A^B , r~c  
A ^ Bau#, r-~ c 
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(v) Permuting with VL: like ^ L. 
3. i .3. Essential conversions. (i) D-convn (with 3 R, ~L): Let 
cO= 
cOl cO2 c03 
P,(As)-*B A- .A  B e ,O-*C  
P -~ A D B A D Bo, Ax#, O-~ C 
Fxt~, Axe, O -~ C 
(1) If a ~ 0, then CO cony either 
COl q) 3 
cO, I', A,= ~ B B~, O -* C 
A -* A Fx~ , Aex ~, 0 ~ C or  
CO2 COt 
A "* A A e, F -~  B 
Axe, F -~ B 
~3 
Be,O-* C 
Ax=x~,Fxa, O-* C 
both of which may be denoted by 
CO2 COt COs 
A'* A Aa ,F  ~ B B#, O'* C 
Axexa, rx#, O -~ C 
(2) I fa  = 0, then 
CO cony 
cOl CO3 
P-~ B B #, O-~ C 
Fxt~, ® -~ C 
(ii) A-convn I (x~ith ^ R, AL l ): 
COl CO2 CO3 
P-~ A A-* B Ae, O-~ C 
P ,A-*AAB A A Ba, O-* C 
rxt ~, Axe, O "~ C 
conv 
(2 cuts: A, ,  Aa). 
col CO3 
P-~A Ae, O-~ C 
rxe,  O -~ C 
Similarly, for A-Convn 2 (with ^ R, ^ L2). 
(iii) V-convn (with vR, VL): 
cbl (a) cb 2 
P-* Fa Ft=,A-. B 
P "* Vx Fx vx Fx=, A -~ B 
rx=,A  ~ B 
eonv  
COt (O co2 
r-~ Ft F ta ,A - .  B 
rx~,A ~ B 
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where cD l (t) is formed from t"/) 1 (a )  by substituting t for a. This results 
in a correct derivation, if the given one has PVP [4, 11I, 3.101. 
3.1.4. Remark. (a) Given any cut in a derivation, at least one of the cut 
conversions (in 3.1.1 or 3.1.3) applies to it. 
(b) Given any coniraction followed by another inference, one of the 
contraction conversions (in 3.1.2) applies to it, except in the case 
F, Aa,A~-+ B 
(Contr) 
I', Aaua -> B 
(~R) 
F-~A~B 
3.1.5. Pruning. The conversions described so far have the form 
c/) q~' 
cony 
r - 'A  P ' -~A ' 
where r '  c._, r by an obvious injection (in fact a bijection in the case of 
permutative conversions). 
To complete the description of the conversions, we must define a 
pruning operation for all SCXluents below the one shown, i.e., r -+ A, 
down to the end-se~luent. 
In each such sequent, the antecedent (say A) is replaced by another, 
say A', such that A' c_.> A. In this operation, the inferences are trans- 
formed into other instances of the same inference rule, or an inference 
may just "vanish" (e.g. cases (I)-(c), (2)-(b), etc. below). 
The pruning operation is defined by induction on the length of the 
derivation, i.e., we define it for the end-sequent of a derivation co, 
assuming it has been defined down to the (left or right) upper sequent 
of the last ir~femnce. The definition is by cases, according to r q). 
The injections of the left sides of the upper and lower sequents are not 
always stated explicitly, but they should be obvious in each case. (It is 
assumed throughout that r '  ~ r and A' c_.> A.) 
For example, in case (6) (a), we assume given an injection 
i :A~,,r '  c-+ A~, r  
with i(A~,) = A a. Then a new injection is defined for the end-sequents, 
namely 
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] :A ^ B~,, F' C-~A ^ Ba ,P  
by: j (A ^ Bc,,)= A ^ B,,,. and/(C,  t) = i(C v ) for C.tE F'. 
However, in case (6) (b), the given injection i : F' c_~ Ac,, F is such 
that its image is contained in F; hence the inference vanishes. 
The definition now follows by cases (1) - (8 ) .  
(1) r CO= Cut. 
Say 
~1 CO2 
P-+A A~,A~ B CO= 
Px~, A -* B 
(a) COl conv ~* CO conv 
r '  --, A P~c,, A --," B 
c0'. , cOl cO2 
(b) c0 2 conv =, cO corv 
A~,, &' ~ B' Fx~,,A"* B 
cO2 t (c) '7) cony ~ cO cony cO2" 
A ' -~B 
(2) rco = Contr. 
cOl 
A~u 0, F ~ B 
(a) cO l cony =, CO cony 
A~,, ,'iS,, F' ~ B Aa,u#,, P' ~ B 
cOi 
(b) q)l conv ,* cO conv cO! . 
c91 
(c) cOt cony =. cO conv cD' t
AS,, P' -* B 
t 
cO t 
t 
(d) cot cony  ~, cO conv  ~t  • 
1",1 _,. B 
(Here in (a), Co) and (c), i(A~.) = A~ and i(As,) = As.) 
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(3)rcO= DR. 
cO= 
% 
r,  (A=)~ B 
P~ADB 
01 cO'! 
cOl cony  ~ cO cony  
P', (As,) "+ B P' "~ A D B 
Note. It is possible here that a ~ 0 but a '  = 0. 
(4) rcO = DL. 
COl CO2 
P-+ A Ba, A-> C 
Fx#, A :D B#, A ---> C 
o'~ cO', ............ cO_2. 
cO, cony =~ cO conv 
p' -* A r'xo,A ~ B#, A -~ C 
cO'~ cO, cO'~ 
'-D 2 cony ~ ~ cony 
t 
~2 
cO2 cony =, cO cony cO2" 
A'-+ C 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(5) rco = ,',R. 
cot CO2 
P -+A A-*B  . 
cO- 
P ,A ' *A^B 
cO', cO', cO2 
(a) cOl cony ~ cO cony 
P ' -~A P ' ,A  "*A ^ B 
% o, % 
cb cony 
A"*B  P ,A '  -* A ^B 
(b) @2 cony 
(6) r cO = AL l . 
COl 
CO= A=, P -* B 
A ^ Ba, P-~ B 
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r o 
cO 1 c~ 1 
(a) cb t cony conv 
A~.,P'-*B A ^B, ,F '~B 
% c°nv r '1 B % (b) ~* ~ cony '. 
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(Similarly for ^ L 2 ,) 
(7) rcb = YR. 
62) 1 
P.-> Fa ~= 
P "+ Vx Ex 
t 
q)Â cony  
P'-~ Fa 
, .  c~ cony  
°b 1 
P' + Vx Fx 
(It is trivial that the restriction on variables till holds in the new inference.) 
(8) rcD = vL. 
Similar to (6), ^ L. 
This completes the definition of pruning. 
3.1.6. Remarlz on the delinition o f  pruning. This def'mition, although 
long to write out, is very simple. In fact its form at each clause is forced 
on us (given the inference rules). The only case where there is any 
reasonable choice as to how the definition might proceed, occurs, not 
in the negative fragment, but when we come to consider vL and 3L 
(compare 7.8.3 and § 7 9), and even here there is a clear preference 
(7.8.3) by considering the correspondence with 9Z. 
3,1.7. Remark. We have shown that if 
cB I eD 2 
I '~ 'A  conv F ' -~A ' 
then P' c.~ p, In the case of essential conversions it may be that 
W'I ~ tt'l, However, for permutative conversions, this injection is 
actually a bijection; since this is sofor all the kinds of permutative con- 
version listed in 3.i .1 and 3.1.2, and further, this property of bijective- 
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ness is inherited downwards in a derivation by the pruning operation, as 
iseasilyseen. 
- Thus if cB 1 cony ~2 by a permutative conversion, we will often (for 
simplicity of  notat ion) identify their end-sequents, and identify corre- 
sponding ind" es (under the bijection). 
3.2. Conversions in ~ - 
We now list the conversion rules for ~- .  
(i) D-convn. 
[At,] 
II 2 Il~ 
1/1 B (As) 
A A D B coav Il2 
,B (B) 
II3 H3 
Now there may be contractions between assumption classes in any two or 
three of II 1 , H 2 and H a (ar~ some of these may also be discharged in I/3 ), 
So this conversion may 1- ,, shown more fully as 
C•'"" conv C.y,,... 
II II ' 
where 
G ~ o-*  
H 
and 
Il' 
(C~l), ... [D~, ], ... H 2 '~  \ 
H~ B 
A ADB 
B, (C~3), ... [D631, ... 
H3 
(G,xo,), ... [Os,x~ ] . . . .  
(a), (G~), .-. [D~I ,  ... 
i I  3 
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where C v , ... are the assumption classes of  FI, D 6 .. . .  are the assumption 
dasses (in l'I) which have been discharged in II 3 , 3' = 3"1 u 3'2 u 3"3, 
3" = (3q ×a)  u 3"2 u 73, 6 = 61 u ~i~ u 63 , and some of the 3'i and ~i, as 
well as t~, may be empty.  
(ii) ^ -convn I.
11z FI2 
A B FI l 
A ^ B colw (A) 
A I-I 3 
II 3 
or, more fully: 
C-r ,  . . ,  C ,  r, , , . .  
COI IV  
FI II' 
where 
and 
G ~ , , .  
11 
(C~, ) ,  ... |D~,  l . . . .  (Cs~)  . . . .  [D~]  . . . .  
A 
A SB_ 
A, (C-ra), ..  [D~ 3 ], ... 
(C~) ,  ._.. [D6~ ] 
11 = (A).  (C-r~) . . . .  [Z)63 l ,  ... 
II3 
where C~, ... are the asst~mption classes of  II, D s , ... are the assumption 
classes (in 11) which have been discharged in II 3 , 3' = 3'1 u 3"2 u 3'3, 
"Y' = 3q tv ~'3,8 = 61 u 82 u 83 , and some of  the 3' /and 5 i may be empty. 
Similarly for  ^ -convn 2 (with aI~ and hE). 
(iii) V-convn. 
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H~ (a) 
Fa 
Vx Fx 
Ft 
H2 
Ill(t) 
cony (Ft) , 
H2 
where II 1 (t) is obtained from II l (a) by substituting t for a. This results 
in a correct derivation, if the given one has PVP [ 16, p. 37]. 
(Note that, again, there may be contraction~ between assumption 
classes in II 1 and II 2 .) 
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§4. Strong equivalence in r3- 
4.1. Definitions and statement o f  Theorem 1 
4.1.1. cD perm cony cO ° means: cD cony ~b ~' by a permutative conversion. 
4.1.2. Strong equivalence, =-, is the equivalence relation on derivations 
in ~-generated by permutativc conversions. 
So ~ -= c~, iff there is a sequence ~0,  -.., CDm (m >-_ 0) such that 
D o = cb, c~ m = ~' ,  and for all i < m, cD~ perm cony ~i+1 or ~i+1 perm 
cony Q)i- 
4.1.3. We will prove: 
Theorem l.  cD 1 - ~2 ~* ~¢ cD1 = ~cD2- 
First we prove a series of lemmas. Theorem 1 will follow immediately 
from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7 below. 
4.2 
Lemma. 91 perm cony cD 2 ~ ~cD 1 =~2.  
Proof. Just consider all cases of perm convns. 
4.3. Removal o f  trivial cuts 
4.3.1. Definition. A derivation in c$- is trivial cut free (TCF) if it has no 
trivial cuts (i.e., type (c) in 2.2.1 l). 
4.3.2. Lemma. For any derivation ~,  there is a TCF derivation ~'  such 
that 
(i) i f  cD is TCF, then cb' = cD, 
(ii) i f  q~ is not TCF, then ~'  - ~ and 1 ~' < IcD. 
Proof. Just remove all trivial cuts from cb by repeated applications of 
perm cut convns 3.1.1 (c). Each such conversion lowers the length of the 
derivation. 
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4.4 
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l.emma. Suppose c~ is TCF. f f  ~o cD has the form: 
(a) A (i.e., a trivial derivation), then cD is A t -~ A, 
1 
~,  then 0 is .L~ -~ P, (b) / -  
A AgB 
(c) B , then cD is 
~ .B  A ^ B ], then CD is (d): [ r sp. - - f f -  
Ai'+A Blab  
Aix 1 , .43B i~B ' 
Ai-+ A 
AABI-+ A 
Fti ~ Ft 
Vx ! -x i  -> F t  ' 
vx Fx 
(e) ~ ,  then CD is 
for some index i (and some / ~ i, in case (c)). 
Bi -* B 
[ resp. A ^ Bi "+ B ]' 
Proof. In each case, show by induction on l ,'3 that if~0 ~ is as given, 
then cD has a trivial cut, assuming that its length is greater than 0 (in 
cases (a) and (b)) or >2 (in (c)) or > 1 (in (d) and (e)). 
Further, it is easy to see that cD is the only derivation (modulo con- 
gruence: see 2.2.12) that maps onto the given derivation if its length is 
0 (in (a), (b)) o r<2 (in (c)) or <1 (in (d), (el). 
4.5 
l.emma. Suppose given a derivation cD of  Ael , Aoa ..... Aan, U -~ B 
(n >- 1 ) and two derivations 
cD 
~l  = : __  (Contrs), ~2 = : (Contrs), 
Aa,F-~ B A~,F-~ B 
where t~ = {oi, ..., o n }, and in both cases the dots represent successive 
contractions of  all the Ao i in any manner (not necessarily in the same 
order). Then ~l  = ~2" 
Proof. Induction on n. Use contr convns 3.1.2~a)-(i) (with r I = Contr) 
and (b)-(i) repeatedly. 
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Remark. This lemma can be viewed as a generalized form of contr convn 
(b)-(i). 
4.6. Notation for proof of  Lemma 4.7 
In order to prove the next lemma, we introduce some notation. 
4.6.1. We write 
CO2 ~. H 
for ~o CO! -~c~ 2 -~II. 
4.6.2. (a) If COt -= CO2 by a single penn cut convn of CO1, this is indi- 
cated by an arrow from COl to CO2 next to the - sign, and a double line 
in c/) 1 joining the two formula occurrences involved in the new cut, and 
repeated next to tile arrow, e.g.: 
cD' 
r~A~ c~" 
F'-* A A ,A - ,  B 
COl = F', ~,-~ B 
l \  
c D' co. 
F-+ A A,A-~ B 
©2= F',A~ B 
F',A-~ B 
(b) If col ~ q~2 by a perm cut convri of COt, followed by removal of  
a trivial cut, this is indicated by three dots next to the arrow from c/) l 
to ~2,  e.g.: 
A-+ A~ 
A ^ B-~'A A, F-+ C 
CO1 = A^B,V+C 
CO 
A, I'-+ C 
~2 = A^B,F -~C 
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(c) Other notations, extending the above, will be used, e.g. arrows in 
both directions mean that each derivation converts to the other by a 
perm cut convn, and so on. 
(d) If c/) 1 - CD 2 by  a contr eonvn, we write: 
(contr) 
CDI ~'~L cD2, 
(e) If CDl --- 02  by  the induction hypothesis (in Lemma 4.7), we write: 
C'D1 (by p) CD2. 
C t? 4.6.3. c, c', are metavariables for the logical constants ~,  ^ , V. So 
cL or c 'L means any of  the rules ~ L, ^L t ,  ^ L2, VL, and cR or c 'R means 
any of  the rules ~R,  ^ R, VR. 
4.7 
Lemma. ~o @ 1 = ~o @ 2 •* CD! - cD 2 . 
Proof. By induction on l(~o CD l ). We may suppose, by Lemma 4.3.2, that 
@1 and CD2 are TCF. 
First, suppose IcD l = 0. Then CD 1 is an initial sequent. I f  CD l is a LIS, 
Ai-~ A, then ~o ~1 = A, so, by Lemma 4.4(a), CD 2 =A/-~ A (for some/).  
If CD t is an J IS, I i -~ P, then 
1 m 
~@1 =p 
so by Lemma 4.4(b) CD2 = l/-~ P (for someD. So Ln both cases 01 = CD2 
(or more strictly, they are congruent). Similarly, if leD 2 = 0, then 
cD 1 = CD 2 . So we assume from now on that I CD l > 0 and led 2 > 0. 
We consider cases, according to r CD l and r c~ 2. 
Case z. r O 1 = cR, rcD 2 = c'R: Then c = c' (since ~c~ = ~CD2), and 
t~ocD 1 = cI. E.g. red 1 = reD2 = ^ R: 
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Say 
¢1) 2 = 
P1 "*A A l "*B 
P1,AI --> A^B 
172~A -A2~B 
I72", A 2 ~ A A B 
r 1 A1 
A B 
AAB 
So also (since socb I = ~ocb 2) we must have ~o~2 i = socO~ and ~oco~ =~oco ~. 
Hence. by induction hypothesis, CO~ ~ ~ and cO*~ =- cb~. Hence 
q>i --_ ~2.  • 
(The cases r ~! = r cO2 = 3R or VR are treated similarly.) 
Case 2. cR, c 'L  E.g. rCO t : 3R, rcO 2 : ^Lt: 
cO l = CA D, F, (A)-* B 
CAD,  F-* A 3 B 
~2 = C ,F~A~B 
C^D,P -~A~B 
CAD 
C,U, [A] 
H 
B 
ADB 
(It is clear that ~oq> l (= ~oco 2) must have the form shown.) 
By Proposition 2.4.4 (or rather Corollary 2.4.6) there is a derivation 
6 of C, V, (A)-* B ~uch that 
c,  1?, (A) 
B 
Then by induction hypothesis 
t ¢bl =_ C, 1?, (A )~ B 
CAD,  P , (A) ' *  B (^L 1 ) 
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aild 
So: 
~'2 =C,F,(A)~ B 
C,F ' *A3  B (DR) 
C,F,(A)-~ B 
CA D, F, (A) ~ B (hyp) q)i = cl)] 
C^D,F~A DB CAD, F~A~B 
C-,C ~ C 
C^D-*C C, F, (A)-~ B 
C^D,F,(A) '*  B 
C^D,F - ,A  DB 
 tlt / 
C^D C EF-- Ds 
ChD, F--* A z B 
C F,(A)'* B 
C^ D, r, (a)-* B 
C^D,F -+ADB C^D,F '*  A ~ B 
(Other subcases imilarly.) 
Case 3. Cut, cR. E.g. rCb I = Cut, r~  2 - VR: 
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Q)I =P-+A A,A~VxFx  
p, A .+ Vx Fx 
~:~ = F, ~ ~ Fa 
F, A -+ V x Fx  
P 
II 
Ira 
Vx Fx  
Let d be a derivation of A, A -~ Fa such that ~06 = II. Then (by induc- 
tion hypothesis) 
and 
C 
cb"l =: A ,  A.+ Fa 
A ,  A .~ Vx Fx (VR) 
e 
q) ~ - r-.,. A a ,  & ~ Fa 
(C O 
P, A .+ Fa 
(Note that the restriction on variables holds in the VR inference shown 
above, since ~o qY~ must be 
A ,A  
II 
Fa 
vx Fx (vl) 
so by the restriction on variables in this VI, a @ {A) u A U {Vx Fx} .  
Note also, in checking the VR inferences below, that a q~ F, by the 
restriction on variables in r co 2 .) 
So: 
cO' 1 Fa 
p, A ~ Vx Fx  
I '~  A A ,A -*  Fa 
P ,A ' *  F ,  
vxrx  
P, A ~ Vx Fx  = cl)l 
cb ' 2 ~ cb 2 . 
p,  A-~ VX Fx  
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(Other subcases similarly.) 
Case 4. Cut, cL., E.g.r.t~ = Cut, rcD 2 = 3L. There are three possibili- 
ties here: F 
(i) c/) i c/)~ 
F-* D D, O,A ~ B,A.-* C 
clh = F, O, A D B, A--* C 
% 
~'2 ~ 
= F, ®-~ A B,A- ,C  
F ,®,A~B,A-~C 
(D), O 
11 
A ADB 
B, A 
C 
(ii) q)~ c/)~ 
~I=F,A~B,A~D D,O"~C 
P, A ~ B, A, O "-," C 
Q)2 = 
F-" A B, A, O-~ C 
V, A 3 B, A ,O~ C 
F 
2 
A ADB 
B, A 
(D),O 
C 
(iii) -'1)~ q) { 
A ~ D D, F, A D B, O "-* C 
q)l = A , I ' ,A~B,O~C 
q)2 = 
F-~A B ,®,A~C 
F,A ~ B,®,A-÷ C 
F 
(A) A ~ B 
B, 
A 
r 
O, (D) .  
II 
C 
Consider e.g. subcase (i): 
Let 6 be a derivation of D, O -* A such ~at  ¢ 6 = H. Then (by indue 
tion hypothesis) 
2 
,, D, O"* A B ,A  ~ C 
~t - D, O,A D b-: ~'Z ~ (~L) 
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and 
So: 
'r't e 
I"~D D,O~A 
c~ - F, O -+ A (Cut) . 
~, /o ,9 -~_4  s ,a - , c  
r-~ D- -  o, O,A D S':S= 6 
F, O, A D B, A--> C 
I~-* D D,O-," A 
F, O-~A 
F,O, ADB,  A~C 
F ,O,A  ~ B, 5-~ C 
B, A ~ C O)Yp) C/) ~ t"D~ 
P ,O,A  :9 B ,A  ~ C 
= cD 2 . 
Case 5. Cut, Cut. r o~ 1 = rcD 2 = Cut. There are two subcases: 
~t =r-,~! A,A ,O~C 
P, A, O-~ C 
CO2 --- 
r ,A~B B,O~C 
F ,A ,O-~ C 
F 
(A), A 
(B),O 
C 
V~A A ,A ,O~C 
q)t = F ,~,O '~ C 
CD 2 = 
2 
A'," B B,P ,O'*C 
P 
(A), 
A 
(B), 
II 
C 
. 
Consider e.g. svbcase (ii). 
Lot d be a derivation of  A, A -~ B such that ~o d = II. Then (by induc- 
tion hy~thes is )  
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and " 
So: 
2 
CD~I, _ A, A "+ B B, O "+ C 
A ,A ,O '+C 
-'D~ c 
U+A A,~-~ B 
F ,A+B 
cO] / /A ,A -+ B B, O-~ C (hrp) 
P-~ A.  + A ,A ,  O-~ C 
U,A ,O+ C 
/t I T\ 
1" + A A, A + B ~ cbg 0ayp) 
P ,A~B B ,®~C '""' 
V ,A ,®-~C 
~l cbt 
F, A, 0-+ C 
F ,A ,O+ C 
Case 6. Cut, Contr. E.g. r~  1 = Cut, re0 2 = Contr. There are three 
subcases: 
(i) 
F,A~lu~ B  B 0 ,A+C 
CDl - -  ....... I'x~, A(~,,u~2)x0, A -+ C 
rx~, Aalxa, A~,x~, A -+ C 
(ii) co~ cO~ 
1" -+ B B#, A, At, lug2 -+ C 
% = r×~, z~, A~,u~2 + C ........... 
rx~, A, A~,u. 2 + C' 
rx a, A~lx ~, A~2x0 
II 
(B~), A 
C 
I~x~ 
(B#), ZX, A,,,, Aa2 
H 
C 
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(iii) q)~ q)~ 
F, A~, ~ B BO~uo ~ , & ~ C 
q:)] = Fx(~uO~), A~x(#tu#~ ), & ~ C 
c/) 2 
cB'~ = Fx<#tua2), Aqx#..._~l, A~x#:, 5. -* C 
" S:  c 3 
P×al, Ac~xal PxCa, A~xo~. 
(B&) " - - -~  (B~2), A 
H 
C 
Subcases (i) and (ii) are treated by using perm cut convns 3.1.1 (a)-(v) 
and (i), which are also (in this case) contr convns 3.1,2 (a)-(iii) and (ii), 
respectively. 
Now consider subcase (iii). Let 6 be a derivztion of Bo~, Ba2, A -+ C 
such that ¢ 6 = I1. Then (by induction hypothesis) 
and 
6 
Cl)"i =- Bol'  B~:, & -* C (Cont,) 
Botuo:, A ~ C 
cD~ "~ , Ac, ~ B BOl. Bt~2, A ~ C 
(Cut B~I ) 
F ' ,A  a, ~ B Fxot,Aax~l ,B~2 ,A  ~ C 
(Cut B~2) F' ×~,., Aa,x~ 2, Fxa~, A~xth, A ~ C 
: (Some contrs) 
r" ,  Ac~xol, A~,xa~, A --, C 
where 
1-", A~, ~ B 
is congruent to 
F ,A~ B 
with vc~ c~ (v ~ u v 6) = ~; the dots represent contractions of co=e- 
sponding pairs of assumption classes in 1"~ a and Fxo t , respectively; and 
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F! '  ~ Vx~tu.% ) (cf. perm cut convn (b), i.e., contr convn (b) (ii)). (Below, 
I'" is denoted F.) 
So: 
, 
~t  ,~B,B ,A -*  C 
r,A-o. B:/ ~,~-~ c ~)  cbl ct)~ =co, 
F ,A ,A-*  C F ,A ,A~C I,l/ 
e 
~ V,A -* B B,B,  A o C 
I ' ,A -~ B V ,A ,B ,  A ~ C 
P ,A ,F ,A ,A -~ C 
: (Contrs in F, V) 
P, A, A, A-~ C (hyp_._.) 
F~ A, A~C 
% 
E,A ,& '*  C = ¢02" 
Case 7. Contr, cR. E.g. r~  l = ~R, rO  2 = Contr: 
Aaltoot2, I", (Bt0 ~ C 
CD1 =Aoquot2, I~.~B~ C 
¢'D 2 = 
A~l,  A,~ 2 , V "* B D C 
A~lu~2, I'-+ B ~ C 
t-> 
Ac,, ,Aa  2 , F,  [B#,] 
II 
C 
B~C 
Let ~ be a derivation ofAat ,  Aa2, F, (B O) -~ C such that so d = II. Then 
(by induction hypothesis) 
and 
~l  -_ Aal,Aa2, I', (Ba) "* C 
A~lu~2, I', (B#) "> C 
, At,,, A~, 2, P, (B#) ~ C 
CD2 -A~,I ,Aa2, P-> B ~ C 
(Contr) 
C3R). 
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So: 
6 
A,A ,F ,  (B) o C 
A,  U -*B3  C 
Ill,oo ',
A,A ,P , (B)~C 
A ,F  ~ B3  C 
A , A , F -~ B ~ C o~. .) q) '2 = q)  2 " 
A,  F - *BDC A ,F~B3C 
Case 8. Contr, eL. This is treated like Case 7, using contr convns (a). 
Case 9. Contr, Contr. rcb I = r cD 2 = Contr. There are two subcases: 
(i) 
~l  =A~"'Ao'BTu'~' p "> C 
Aau ~ , B.ros , F -* C A~., A~, B. r, B 8 , F 
H 
C 
_Aw,Aw, ,  F-* B 
ol 
c02 =A~ ,Aa-- ,  P"~ B 
A a, P"*B  
p~ 
where a = a'  u a" = t~" u a- -  = [o I ~ ..., o n ). 
Let 6 be a derivation ofAoa ,Ao2,  ..., Aon, F ~ B such that ¢ 6 = 1I. 
Then (by induction hypothesis) 
Aot  , Ao2 .... , Aon ,  I" 
rl 
B 
(ii) 
ol 
cD2 _ Ac, ua, B. c , B~, F ~ C 
A~u O, B.ru s, P ~ C 
This is treated like Cases 7 and 8, using contr convn (a)-(i) (with r I = Contr). 
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and 
6 
~[ = 
A~. ,A~, ,F  ~ B 
d 
. : 
Aa-, Aa--, I" ~ B 
(Some contrs) 
(Some contrs) . 
The result (that @1 = '2)2) then follows from Lemma 4.5. 
Case 10. cL, c'L. This, the remaining case, does not have to be checked 
separately, by virtue of the following considerations. 
Suppose rob z = cL, rcD 2 = c'L. Let 17[ = ~o cD z = cob 2 . There are three 
subcases. 
(i) rIl is an l-ru!e. Then, by the proof of  Proposition 2.4.4, there is a 
derivation @ such that ~@ - Ill and rCb has the form c"R. Further it is 
easy to see that @ can be taken to be TCF. So by Case 2, @l - @ - @2. 
(ii) rIl is an E-rule. Suppose .g. that rH is ~E. Then: either 
(a) l l I= 1, so H has the form 
A A~B 
B 
and hence, by Lemma 4.4 (c) ,  
A~A B-*B  . 
c~ 1 = @2 =A,  A D B_~ B ' 
or  
(b) l I l>  1. Then, again by the proof of  Proposition 2.4.4, we can 
choose a TCF derivation ~ such that ~ocb --'- II and red = Cut (where the 
cut formula is the major premiss of r id  or Contr~ So by Case 4 or 8, resp., 
Oz -- @ ~ @2. 
If rlI is ^  E or v E, the proof is similar. (We use, respectively. Lemma 
4.4(d) or (e).) 
(iii) rIl = I. Then either 
(a) tH - 1; but then 
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1 
rlis 
so by Lemma 4.4(b) ~1 = cb2 = 1 -~ P, contradicting the assumption 
l ~ l  > O, lob 2 > 0; or 
(b) IH > l, Then by the proof of Proposition 2.4.4, we can choose a 
TCF derivation cb such that ~o~ = II and rob = Cut. So by Case 4 again, 
~z m c/) _= ~2.  
Theorem 1 now follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7. 
4.8, Remark 
In the proof of Lemma 4.7, Cases 1-6, it was necessary to consider 
only permutative cut conversions (i.e., permuting cuts with other infer- 
ences). We could introduce further permutative conversion tales in c~ 
such that Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7 (and hence Theorem 1) would still hold, 
e.g. permuting ~R with ^ L: 
C, r', (A) -, B C, P, (A) ~ B 
C A D, I', (A) -~ B perm conv C, r' -~ A ~ B 
CAD,  P-* A D B CA D, F-~ A D B 
Such additional rules would simplify the proof of Lemma 4.7 (e.g. use 
of the above rule would clearly simplify the argument given above in 
Case 2: cR, c'L); but they are not neces~ry for the proof, as such con- 
versions can always bc replaced by pern:utative cut conversions. 
However, for Cases 7- 9, it is necessa N to consider also contraction 
conversions (i.e. pem~uting contractions with other inferences). These 
conversions cannot, in general, be replaced by permutative cut conver- 
sions. 
For example, let cD be a derivation of A, A, B -~ A A (A A B) such that 
A B 
~ocg_A AAB 
AA(AAB)  
6 
Let 
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c~,-A,A,B'+A (,4 B) (contO, 
- A ,~-~A (A B) 
-A -~ B ~ (~- (A BD (~R) 
_A ,A ,B -~A (A B) (~R) 
~2 - A, A -~ B ~ (A (A---~) 
A -~ B ~ (A (A ~-y) (contr) 
Then 
^B 
~CDl -- ~ c/)2 = AA(AAB) 
BD(A^(AAB) )  
and c/) 1 - q)2 by a contract ion conversion (permuting Contr with DR), 
but (it seems) this conversion cannot be replaced by permutative cut 
conversions. 
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§ 5. Essential conversions in 6- and conversions in ~-  
5.1. Definitions and results 
5.1.1. (a) A formula occurrence in 11 is maximal if it is the conclusion 
of an l-inference and also the major premiss of an E-inference (both 
necessarily for the same logical constant). 
0a) 1I is normal if it has no maximal formula occurrences. 
(c) CD is cut-free if it has no cuts. 
5.1.2. (a) ~f  ~ ~2 (or: cD 1 ess cony c~ 2) means: ~1 cony ~2 by an 
essential conversion. 
(b) 11t ~" H~ means: IIl conv 112. 
(c) _> is the transitive, reflexive relation in Der (o5-) generated by 
permutative conversions; i.e., c~ >_ c~, iff 3~ o .... , ~m (m .>- 0) s.t. 
~o = c~, ~rn = ~'  and V i< m, ~i  perm cony ~i+1. 
(d)~- is  the transitive (non-reflexive) relation in Der (~- )  generated 
bye-; i.e., 11~11' iff311 o ..... 11 m (m >_ l) s.t. H o = II, 11m = 11' and 
~ < r/~, H i k- I]i+ 1 . 
(e)"  ~1 ~" cD2 with cat formula A'" means: ~1 ~" ~2, and the cut 
involved has cut formula A. 
(f) "111 ~" I/2 with maximal formula (occurrence) A" has an analo- 
gous meaning. 
5.1.3, The main results of this section are: 
Theorem 1. cb a ~- ~2 ~" ~71 ~'+'¢c~2" 
Converse ly :  
Theorem 2. cD . H1 ~ H 2 ~ 3 Or,  cb2 (O >_ ~1 ~" ~2 ~ II2).  
Here" cb ~ Ill ~- 112" means: "cD - 111 ~d 111 ~ I12", etc.). 
Theorem 3, cD cut-free ~, ~p cD normal. 
For a converse, "~o~ normal ~* ~ cut-free" is not quite true: ~ may, 
for example, contain trivial cuts. Instead, we have: 
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The rest of $5 is devoted to the proofs of tlzese theorems. 
(In fact, if 9, P- CD, with cut formula C, then q CD1 >->-#D2 by a 
sequence of conversions with maximal formula G.) 
Proof. Suppose e.g. that CD1 >- CD2 by a A-convnl . (Other cases are 
treated similarly.) Say 
where, in ‘d,, the pruning operation (3.1.5) is performed on sequents 
of 0, below the cut shown. 
Now if the sequent shown: rxa .AX,, E) + F is the end-sequent of 
CD, then it is immediate that cp ‘9, )_t- 9 9, : 
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by k ^-eonvns I involving the k maximal formuia occurrences D A E 
denoted above as (D a E~ ) (where k = ~). 
More generally, it must be shown that when there are sequents below 
the lower sequent of the cut shown in cD l,  which are pruned in c~ 2, 
then again ~0~ l ~ '~2.  
We will actually prove the following: 
If cD l ~ ~2 by a ^ -convn I , with cut-formula D ^ E, then ¢~1 and 
~o~ 2 respectively have the form: 
111 II2 
~o~l _ D E Ill 
D^E , ~2 =(De) 
(D8) Ha 
Ha 
(for some I l l ,  II2, II3, ~), so that ¢~1 ~-~°cD2 by k successive applica- 
tions of  ^ -convn~ (where k = ~'), with maximal formula D ^ E. 
The proof is by induction on I cb I. 
Now if r@ l is the cut shawn, then this case has been dealt with above. 
Otherwise, we consider different cases (according to r "/)1 ) corresponding 
to the different cases in the definition of pruning (3.1.5). Some examples 
follow: 
Case 4. red ] = 3 L. Say 
' 
cD l
r - *A  /~#, zl --, C .  
~!  rx~,A~ ~,A-~C 
4(a). q)'l "" q)2 with end sequent P' -~ A, By induction hypothesis, 
~0~' l and ~oq) 2 have the form: 
111 I"12 
D E 
, D^E Il l 
~°cD1 - (D6) , ~ocD" = (D~) .  
H~ 1I 3 
A A 
70 
So: 
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II 1 H 2 
D E 
D^E H 1 
(D~x~) (D,~) 
~l  = I]3 , ~°cb2 = H3 
A A38 A ADB 
(Ba), A (B~), A 
c C 
which have the required form. (So here in fact ~ l ~..~.¢cD 2 by ~.ff 
applications of A-convn 1 .) 
4(b). q)~' ~- c-D~' with end sequent Be, A' -* C. By hypothesis, ~o ~'1' and 
~o~ have the form: 
(B#,x6) (B#2x~) 
D (B~x6~ 
(D s), (B~,) (De), (B~3) 
[I 3 II 3 
C C 
where 8 = (~1 ~(6) L) (82 X 6) L,I 83 and /Y = ~ l  X 6) u 83 (and one or ztlore 
of ~], 82 and ~3 may be empty). So: 
~1 = 
A A_2A A A=B-7", ~ 
(8,.,,) .-----> / \ 
. ,  L / 
~7 ~, A ADB 
( / )6)  , ""-,(Bt~,) 
1"I 3 
C 
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l____4_A __  
H 1 ' A ,4 3 B 
(Da) ,"-"~(B~3) 
113 
C 
71 
which again have the required form. 
4(e). ~1 ~" ~2 with end sequent A' -~ C. This is like case 4(b),except 
that now ~t =/33 = 0 (so ~ --- t32X~, ~' = ~ and ~2 = c~) ;  and again ¢~1 
and ¢ ~2 have the required form. 
The other cases are treated similarly. 
5.3. Singular and multiple scquents and contraction-normal forms 
In preparation for the prc 9f of Theorem 2 (§ 5.8 below) we need 
some definitions and lemmas. 
5.3.1. (a) An indexed formula A~ is singular if ~ = I. It is multiple other- 
wise. 
(b) A set F of indexed formulas, or sequent F + B, is singular if every 
element of F is siagular It is multiple otherwise. 
5.3.2. c'o is contraction-normal (contr-normal) if the contractions in
are "as low as possible", i.e., every subderivation cb' of ~ (including cb ) 
has the form 
: (Contrs), 
where the end-sequent of 6 is singular and cD' is formed from 6 by (0 
or more) contractions. 
5,3.3. Remark. If c0 is eontr-normal, and the end-sequent of ~ is 
multiple, then r c~ = Contr. 
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5.4 
Lemma. Suppose c~ is a derivation of  a singular sequent F -~ A, and 
U~A U~A 
@1 = : (Con~s) ,  ~2= : 
A~A A~A 
(Contrs), 
re., cD 1 and cD 2 are both formed from cD by (0 or more) contractions, 
and have the same end-sequents. Then ~1 >- @2 and @2 ~ @I (by contr 
convns, in both cases). 
Proof. Induction on the cardinality of  I'. Use contr convns repeatedly 
(as in Lemma 4.5). 
5.5 
I.emma. V@ 3 q)' s.t. q) >_ q)' (by contr convns) and q)' is contr-normat 
Proof. Briefly: q)' is const~ucted by permuting all contractions in cD 
downward as far as possiblq~. 
The exact proof proceeds by induction on leD. I f /@ = 0 (i.e., c~ con- 
sists of one sequent), then take @' = ~. Otherwise, consider cases accord- 
ing tot@.  
Case 1. r~ = Cut. Say 
cD l cD z 
P-~ A Aa,A..~ B . @= 
- rx~, A_~ B 
By induction hypothesis, 3 contr-normal ."/) ~ (i = I, 2) s.t. q).. _> q)~ (by 
contr convns), where 
P ' -~A 
P -~A 
~2 
Ao~,. . . ,A o ,A  B 
(Contrs), cb~ = : (Contrs), 
Aa,  A -~B 
with P', A' singular, and a = {o! .... , On}. 
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Put 
cO' = 
n copiez 
P"~ A .., F"~ A Aal ..... Aan ,A '  ~, B 
(n cuts: Aol , .... Aon) 
' P' A'  Fxo I , ..., xo n, -~ B 
: (Contrs) 
l"xa, A"~ B 
Then cO' is contr-normal nd ~ > cO' (by contr convns). 
Case 2. rq) = Contr. Say 
cOl 
¢b= Aa ,A~,  V-~ B . 
A=u ~, F-~ B 
By induction hypothesis, 3 contr-normal cO~ s.t. cOl >- cOl (by contr 
convns). Put 
cO'= 
Aa ,A~,P -~ B • 
A~u ~, P -~ B 
Ozse 3. rC~ = ~R. Say 
cOl 
P, (Aa) "" B 
cO= 
P-*ADB 
and suppose a ~ O. (If a = O, the construction is simpler.) By induction 
hypothesis 3 contr-normal @~ s.t. cO t >- cO'! (by contr convns), where 
d 
P', Aol .... , Ao, , -~ B 
i 
co~ = : (Contrs )  
P, A a -* B 
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:with F' singular, and a = {ol, ..., o n }. Put 
d 
r ' ,  Aa i  , ..., Ao,, ~ B 
( / ) '=  
r ' ,  Aa -~ B 
P ' -~A3B 
(Contrs of  Ao l  . . . . .  Aon)  
(~R) 
(Contrs in I") 
I "~ A3B 
Case 4. red = =~L. Say 
Cl)= 
ci) l ci) 2 
r ~ A B ~,A-~ C 
By induction hypothesis, ] contr-normal ~ (i - 1, 2) s.t. ~i  > rOi (by 
contr convns), where 
61 62 
I" -~ A Bra .... , Brn, A' -~ C 
t c/) l = : (Contrs), c0~ = : (Contrs), 
r oA  B a, A-, 'C 
with r ' ,  A' singular, and 3 = {rl ,  ..., rn }. 
Put 
cO'-- 
n copies 
P"~ A ... P' ~ A B~a, . . . ,B rn ,A"~ C 
r;, ,  r '  ..... ' x~n" A ~ B~l , ..., A ~ Brn,  ~ '  -~ C 
rxa, A ~ B 0, A -* C 
(n ~L's) 
(Contrs) 
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Case 5. re0 = ^ R. Say 
CO = 
91 ~2 
P,A-~A^B 
By induction hypothesis 3 contr-normal ~} (i "- 1, 2) s.t. COi > cD~ (by 
contr convns), where 
61 d2 
r '  ~ A A' -* B 
CO~ = : (Contrs), cD ~ = : (Contrs), 
f '~A A-~B 
with r ' ,  A' singular, Put 
CO,= r '  ~ A A '~B (AR) 
P ' ,A '~A ^B 
: (Contrs) 
F,A-,>A^B 
Case 6. rcZ~ :-- aLl. Say 
@t 
Aa, F-* C cb= 
A^B~,F-~ C
By induction hypothesis 3 contr-normal CO~ s.t. cO l > CO~ (by contr 
eonvns), where 
Aa,, ..-, Aan, r' ~ C 
cb 1- ~ (Cont.) 
A~, r~ C 
with  r '  singular, and a = {a  1 , ..., o n }. Put 
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Aal , . . . ,Aan, F' ~ C 
AABa l ,  .... A A Bon, r ' -~ C 
A ^Ba,  I" "*C 
(Similarly for ^ L 2 .) 
(n l~L: 's). 
(Contr.) 
Cases 7, 8. r cb = VR and VL. Like ^ R and ^ L, respectively. 
5.6 
Coroll/iry. Given a derivation co o f  Aa,  I" -+ B, where ~ = {a i ..... a n ) 
(n > 1), there iea derivation, 
(./~w 
cD, =Ao I ,Aa- , I "~ B 
(Contr) ' 
Aa, F~ B 
where a- = {o 2 ..... o n }, such that q) > cB' (by contr coavns). 
~oof .  Immediate from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. 
5.7 
Lemma. Suppose 
F -~ A A~, A -~ B 
= (Cut) 
Pxo ,A~ B 
(so the cut formula in RUS is singular), and 
r×o 
~c~-F l -  (Aa),A , 
B 
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where tile occurrence o f  A shown #z H is maximal. Ttzen 3 cb 1 , cD 2 such 
that: 
(i) cb~ > ~,  
(ii) ~l  ~" ~ with cut formula A, 
(iii) ~o C/)l (= ~oc/)) ~¢cb 2 with ma~imal]brmula occurrence A, in fact 
the occun'ence of A shown in II as (A. ). 
Proof. By induction on l ~. There are four cases tnot all mutually exclu- 
sive), corresponding to the four types of cut listed in 2.2.11. 
Case 1. A is principal in both US's. Suppose .g. red ' = AR, rC~ " = A[q 
cb- cO-- CD--- 
c D Co,A-~ B 
~= F ' ,F " -~CAD CADa,A-~B 
¢ eP 
Fx°, Fxa, A-* B 
(so A = C ^ D and F = P', F"). Then take 
F×o PXo 
C D 
CAD 
Co, A 
¢~- - -  
B 
~t = cD, CD 2=P ' - *C  Co,A'~'B 
t Fxa, A -~ B 
(Similarly for the other subcases.) 
Case 2. A is passive in one U~. Suppose .g. A is passive in LUS, and 
r~ '  = DL:  
@=F' ,CDD,  F"- , ,A (DL) A 'A~B(cut  ) e,. 
F ' ,CD D, F" ,~-~ B 
r 
f 
~oq)- 
C CDD 
(D), F" 
(A ) ,a  
B 
(so r = r', c D D, P"). Note that 
781 
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i 
9- -  9" 
~- D,P" ~A A ,A~B 
(Cut) 
9 > r'-~ c D, r", a-~ B (DL) 
F', C~ D, P", A ~ B 
So, consider 
7)+ D, F" ~ A A, A -~ B (Cut) 
=df D, F" ,  A "-~ B 
D, r ~ 
~o9-- 
(A), A .  
B 
By induction hypothesis (since lq) + < 19) 
=, 9~, q~ such that: 
(i) cD+ _ ~,  
(ii) q)~ ~- q)~ with cut formula A, 
(iii) ~00~ ~- ¢ O~ with maximal formula A (shown in ~pg÷). 
So take 
F '~C D,P" ,A~B 
91 =P ' ,  C~D, F" ,A~B (DL) ' 
and for c/) 2 suppose 9~ ends with 0 --> B; then: 
(1) I fO c_., F", A, then take 9 2 = 9[ ;  
(2) if 0 = D, P"', A' (where F"  c.~ F" and A' c~ A), then take 
C'D 2 = 
'" A'-~B 1"'-~ C D, F , ,~ ' -  (~L) 
F', C~D, F',  ~B 
(Similarly for the other subcases.) 
Case 3. A is contracted in RUS. Ruled out, ~., :e A,, is singular. 
Case 4. A is initial in one US. But then the occ, irrence of A shown in 
II could not be maximal. So this case is also ruled ~ut. 
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5.8 
Theorem 2. c3 v* I'I 1 ~-II 2 = :l~l,CB 2 (~>_ c3 i ~- ~2 ~ II2)- 
(In fact, if111 ~- H 2 with maximal formula G, then ~ l  ~ cb2 with 
cut formula G.) 
Proof. Suppose H 1 ~- II 2 by ^ -convn I . (Other cases are similar.) So 
suppose 
l]I = 
If' Il" 
C D 
CAD 
C 
II 
Il2 = (C) 
n 
We will find ~ i ,  cO. , as required, where ~l  b ~2 with cut formula 
C ^ D. The proof (i.e, construction of ~ l  and ~2) is by induction on 
!~.  
Notice that co cannot be a single sequent (since I11 contains a maxi- 
mal formula). 
Consider cases according to rCb : e.g. suppose rob = Cut: 
P 
~=P~'A  Ac, ,A~ B ~ (A~),A=111. 
Fx~, A "-" B ~"  
B 
There are three subcases: 
(i). ~o q)' contains the maximal formula C ^ D: 
C D C D 
CAD C^D 
H~ = C C ~.- 
II n 
(A~,t )*-'---*(Aa-) , a 
~o cb " 
B 
YC"  II" 
D 
H' CA D 
(63 C 
II II 
(A,,,) , ( .%-), A 
~p cD" 
B 
= I12 
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where  ~ = {a I .... , a n }, ~- = {02, ..., a n }. 
: ( I t is  assumed here that n > 1. For n = 1, the diagrams and proof  are 
shnpler.) 
(ii). ~ocB" contains the maximal formula C A D: 
~o cB ~o cD ' 
(A~a)*-"(A~2) \ 
n' w'-\ \ 
Ill= C D , P  
CAD~ i ~cD' 
C , ~,(A,~ 3)
I I  
B 
,,, P ~ 1"I 2 
11' ',, ,p ~ '  
(C) ,  (A,~ 3) 
II 
B 
where ~ = ~1 u o~ 2 t.J a3 (and one or more o f~ x , e2 and a3 may be 
empty). 
(iii). A is the maximal formula C ^ D. 
C D n '  n"  f - f i '  n ° 
- (CAD~I )  C D ~ >-- II' C D =1"1., 
II1 = (C) , (C^D~-) ,  A (C) , (CAD, - ) ,  A 
H n 
B B 
where a = {o I , ..., o n }, a- = {02, ..., an }. 
(Again, we assume n > I. For n = 1, the diagrams and proof are 
simpler.) 
Consider e.g. subcases (ii) and (iii). 
Subcase (ii). By induction hypothesis (since 1 ~ '  < 1 ~),  there are 
derivations 
A s,  ~ ~ B ' (As,), 4 '  ~ B 
such that c/). > cD~ ~. :D~ with cut formula C A D, and 
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(A . , )  
II' 
I I  
B 
(A .~)  . 
(Soa '  = o~ l L.~ a3 .) So take 
and 
Q)I = 
~2 = 
q)' cD~ 
F-*A A ~,A-~ B 
rx~ , A -, B 
q)' C~" 
"2 
F ~ A Ao,, A' -~ B 
I'x~,, A'-* B 
i fa '¢  0, 
i f~ '= 0 .  
Subcase Off). By Corollary 5.6. :1,2)- s.t. 
SO 
~,, >_ Ao , ,A~- ,&  ~ B 
~ > 
A.  , A--. B 
F~A 
Aol A~-, A-~ B 
A . ,  ,'~ ~ B 
FX~, A -* B 
> 
Q)' (-D- 
q)' P ~ A Aol , A~-, A ~ B 
(Cut A ~-) 
_> F- - 'A  Pxa - ,AOI ,A~B 
(Cut A o I ) 
Fxal  , Fx_ ,A-~ B 
: (Contrs) 
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(byperm convn 3.1.1 (b)). Let 
t~+ _ 
q)' F-," A Aat  , Aa- ,  A -~ B 
F ~ A Pxa-, Ao t , A -~ B 
I 'xa ' , I'x~,-, A "+ B 
r r 
~'  ~(B' 
(Aat) ÷----* (Aa-), A. 
B 
By Lemma 5.7, there exist derivations 
r,r,t -,B ' O -*B  
(with 0 c_~ F, F, A) 
such that '2) + > c/)~ ~- c/)~ with cut formulaAot, and ~o ~+ =gq)~ ~ 9c/)~ 
with maximal formula shown as A a t in ~oq) + . 
So take 
and 
P ,F ,A - ,B  
q)l = 
F, A~B 
O-*B cD2: = ~  
(Contrs) 
(Contr F, P) 
i.e., 3 2 is c/)~ followed by (0 or more) contractions, uch that cD 1 ~- q)2 
(according to Case (2) in the definition of pruning). 
Similarly for the other eases for rq). 
5.9. Remark  
We show that the analogue of Theorem 2 fails for the systems cY and 
~ '  (see § 2.6), relative to a natural set of conversion rules in d',  Consider 
the derivations fin d'  and 9t'): 
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c~= 
F h F A 
c/) 3 ~ocB 1 ~oc/) 2 ~o~ l ~0cB 2 
~1 q~2 A', O ~ C A B A B 
(vL) 
F~A A- ,B  A,®-* 'C (^L) ~ A^B AhB 
F ,A -*A^B (^R) A^B,O~C A A 
F, A, 0 ~ C (A") , O, (A--') (rE) 
~oc/) 3
C 
(where, say, A' = Ft and A = Vx Fx). Suppose also the formula A' in the 
end-sequent of ~3 corresponds to two (or more) assumption occurrences 
of A' in ~oc3 , as show:~ 
Now consider th~ . colwersion in ~0 c/) defined by removing only one of 
the two maximal formulas A ^ B. Then the (natural or obvious) A-conver- 
sion rule in O3 ', when applied to c/), does not correspond to this. (It corre- 
sponds to the removal of both maximal formulas in ~oc0 .) 
Notice that in the, case of the sy., :em o3 we could first apply contrac- 
tion conversions here, to get c~ in contr-norrnal form, as in Lemma 5.5, 
and then use Lemma 5.7. 
5.10 
Theorem 3. cl~ cut-free ~ ~ normal. 
Proof. Straightforwald, by induction on leD. (Consider different cases, 
according to r~. )  
5.11 
l.emma. Suppose 
(/)1 Q)2 
~ F~A A~,A~B (Cut) 
Fx~,A~B 
with ~ l  and ~2 cut-fi'ee, and su.pose sob is normal. Then 3 ~o s.t. 
q~ ~ ~ o and cbo is cm-free. 
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Proof. By induction on the pair (~, l~)  (ordered lexicographic~lly). 
There are four cases, corresponding to the four types of cut listed in 
2.2.11. These cases are not mutually exclusive, which will mean that, 
for a given cut, there may be more than one possible cut-elimination 
procedure (as we saw already in 1.3.1 !). 
Case 1. A is contracted in RUS. 
S 2 = 
o'2 
Ao, l , A~:: , A --> B 
A~, A~-*B 
(a =~I u a2). Now let 
s l  
r -, A A~ t , Aa~, A -* B 
cb 3 = (CutA~)  
l?'x~l, A~2 , A -, B 
By induction hypothesis ( i?nce ~1 < ~ and ~oCO 3, being a subderivation 
of ~o~, is normal) ~! cut-free S ° s.t. cD 3 >_ cOo. 
Let 
s l  so 
F -* A Ac~a, Fx~t,  A -* B 
cD4 = Fx~ 2 , Fx,~t, ~ -* B (Cut A,~ ) 
Again by induction hypothesis (since ~2 "( ~ and ~OQ)4, being a sub- 
derivation of ~o c~, is normal) 3 cut-free CD ° s.t. c~ 4 >_ cD °. So let 
oo 
cD 0 = Fx~l, Px~2, A -* B 
I 'x,~, A -+ B 
(Contr r', I") 
Then ©o is cvt-free and ~ >_ cO ° (by perm convn 3.1.1 (b) etc.). 
Case 2. A is passive in one US. Suppose .g. A is passive in RUS, with 
red 2 = AR: 
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~'~C A~,A ' -~D 
92 = A" (^R) 
A~, A', -~ C ^ D 
(so A = &', A" and B = C ^ D) Let 
9 !  9~ 
F ~ A As,  Z~"-÷ D 
93 = rx~,  A" -,, D - -  (Cut) 
By induction hypothesis (since I q3 < lob and ~ocD 3, being a subde~va- 
t.ion of ~9,  is normal) B cut-free ,~0 s.t. cb 3 > @o. So let 
A'~C Fxa,A"'~D 
q)o = (^R) 
P×,~, A', A" -~ C \ D 
Then 9 0 is cut-free and ~ >__ 9 0 (by perm convn 3.1.1 (a)-(iii), etc.). 
Similarly for the other subcases ia Case 2. Notice that in all such sub- 
cases, r91  and rob 2 are not Cut (since 91 and 9 2 are assmned cut-free). 
Case 3. A is LI in one US If 91 :sA -~ A, then take q)0 = ~2- If 9 2 
is A -~ A, then take 9 o = 91 . 
Case 4. A is principal in both US '¢. 
But this case is impossible, since it would imply that in 
~oc/) l 
~pc/) 2
the formula occurrence(s) hown as (A s ) would be maximal, contra- 
dicting the assumption that 9q) is normal. 
5,12 
Theorem 4. ~p9 normal =~ 3q) 0 ( q) ~ 9 0 and 9 o cut-free). 
Proof, By induction on l,~. There ,tre two cases. 
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Case 1. rCb ~ Cut. Suppose .g. r~  is a 2-premiss rule, r: 
("DI ~Z)t~ 
cO = (r) 
F~A 
By induction hypothtsis 3 cut-free ~o,  s.t. > ~o and > q) o. 
Take 
90  
~o = F "~ A (r) 
(Similarly if rob is 1- or 0-premiss.) 
Case 2. r q9 = Cut. 
F.+A A ,A~B 
q) = ((~t)" 
F,A-~ B 
( r ~ ~bt  P By induction hypothesis, 3 cut-free 7) o, cD o s.t. > ~o and 
cD" > ~o. Let 
cbl = F'-> A A,A->B 
F, A -~ B (Cut) 
By Lemma 5.11, :i cut-free ch° s.t. qh > ~o. 
So take ~o = ~o. 
5.13. Another approach to I 
An alternative approach would be to permit 1 IS's of the form 1 ~ I in 
eS, and l-inferences of the form 
/ 
± 
in ~.  In that case, each initial sequent in d of the form 1 -~ I would have 
to be "labelled" as either a LIS or an l IS. The first would correspond to 
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a trivial (one-formula) derivation I in ~,  the second to the l-inference 
t 
1 
To ensure that Theorem 4 stdl holds, under this approach, we have 
two alternatives. 
(1) We modify the definition of "cut-free derivation" in 6-  as follows: 
First, define the l-part E of a derivation ~ inductively by the two 
clauses: 
(i) Every 1IS of ~ is in E; 
(ii) if both US's of  a cut in q) are in E, then so is the LS. 
The l-part of <D corresponds to all strings of l-inferences 
1 
l 
t 
1 
P 
in ~pcD. (The "equational part" of a derivation in c$-(H), to be defined 
in Part II, is a generalizatio~l of this notion.) 
Next, define an i-cut of ,'7) to be a cut which lies in the l-part of q). 
Notice that every .[-cut of c/) has I as its cut formula. 
Now define ~ to be "'cut-free" if it has no cuts apart from l-cuts. 
Then Theorems 3 and 4 again hold with this definition. 
(2) Alternatively, we can still get rid of all cuts, including .t-cuts, by 
defining the following new "l-conversions": in 6- ,  an 1 IS of the form 
± -* i is re-labelled as a LIS; and correspondingly, in 9Z-: 
1I 1 
-i" cony (O 
H2 1I2 
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§6. Reduction sequences in eJ- and 9Z- 
6.1. Definitions 
6.1.1. (a) For any sequence S, the length orS is defined by 
( m i fS=(so ,s  I ..... sin), IS= 
if S is infinite. 
(b) The range of a sequence (s 0, s 1 , ...) is the set {s o, s I .... }. 
(c) A sequence S = (s 0, s I .... ) is withou,: infinite repetitions if every 
term is repeated at most finitely often, i.e.: 
Vi < IS 3] Vk > / (s k az si) . 
(d) A reduction sequence in d -  is a (finite or infinite) sequence 
S=(CO0 , COl . . . .  )s.t. V i< IS, COi conv coi+l. 
This is called a zeduction sequence from COo. 
(e) A reduction sequence #l crY- is a sequence T = (II 0 , lIl .... ) s.t. 
Vi < l ?; H i cony IIi+ l . 
This is called a reduction sequence frora l'l o. 
(O co red co' means: there is a reduction sequence in ci- with first 
tenn co and last term ~7)'. 
II red II': similarly. 
(g) A permutative r duction sequence (perm. red. seq.) is a reduction 
sequence in eS- in which all the conversions are permutative conversions. 
6.1.2. Notation. We write S, S' for reduction sequencesin d - ,  and T 
for reduction sequences in ~- .  
6.1.3. Remark. It is possible for reduction secluences in 6 -  to be infinite, 
simply by containing cycles of permutative conversions ( ee the example 
in 1.3.3). To deal with this problem, we restrict our attention to "proper 
reduction sequences" in 05- (§6.4 below). First we need the following 
theorem. 
6.2 
Theorem 1, Every permutative r duction sequence has finite range. 
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Proof. (Note: this is not immediate, since for any cO, there are infinitely 
many derivations strongly equivalent to c/) just adjoin trivial cuts to cO.) 
First we need some definitions. 
Definition 1. For any CO, B unique k >_ 0 and derivations COc0) ..... CO(k) 
s.t. q) is formed from CO(0) .., CO(k~ by k applications of Cut, and 
'q'i < k, r@ q) 4: Cut. 
(For k = 0, this means that q) = CO(0) and r ~ 4: Cut.) 
k is called the cut-rank of CO, K(CO), and the k applications of  Cut 
referred to above are called the end-cuts of @. 
Example. Suppose 
c3(1 ) c~(~) 
CO(o~ A, A -* B B, ® -* C CO(3) CO(4) 
CO=P-~ A A ,A ,O~ C C,¢b-*D D,A-*E  
P ,A ,O~C C ,O,A~E 
P, &, ®, ¢ ,A -*  E 
and Vi < 4, r@ (i) 4: Cut. Then g CO = 4, and tt:,e 4 end-cuts of ~ are the 
4 cuts shown above. 
If ~: CO = k, then we can write CO as 
: (end-cuts) 
If CO _> c9' by (repeatedly) permuting end-cuts with one another, then 
CO' is called an end-cut variant of CO. 
Clearly, there are only finitely many end-cut variants of any derivation. 
Definition 2. For any cO, 3 unique k >_ 0 s.t. ~ has the form: 
CO' 
: (k successive contrs), 
where rco' 4: Contr. (For k = 0, this means that CO = CO'.) 
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k is  called the contraction-rank of ~ ,  },(r/)), and the k applications 
o f  Contr at the end of ~ are called the end-contractions of 9 .  
I f~  >- 9 '  by (repeatedly) pernmting end-contractions with one 
another, then 9 '  is called an end-contraction ~riant of ~.  
Clearly, there are only f initely many end-contraction variants of any 
derivation. 
Note that 
x(c0) < t(~og) 
and also: 
~c/)=O or ~,~=0.  
Definition 3. For any ~,  the induction vahte of r~ is the triple 
t (~)  =a tl~o~, ~: c~, @~ _ ~) .  
We will prove that every perm. red. seq. from ,~ has finite range, by 
induction on t~.  
So let S = (~o,  ~ l ,  .-.) be a perm. red. seq. from 9 = ~o.  We dis- 
tinguish three cases. 
Case 1. rcb = Cut. So x ~ > O. Let k = ~ 9 .  Put 
~= 
~(o~ ~(1 ) ~(k)  
: (end-cuts) 
1 (a). '¢i < IS, cD i has the form: 
! 
. . .  
: (end-cuts) 
(where ~)  = ~q)  fo r /< k), and 9 i  cony 9i+ 1 either by permuting 
two end-cuts of ~i,  or by a perm convn "inside" one of the q)q) (i.e., 
• 9 ( i )  x c/)ff) perm cony i+1 J- 
Thus the k + 1 sequences (90if), ~1 if), ...), with repetitions deleted, 
form perm. red. seqs. from ~(J), and W]< k, 
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tq) (1) < tq) ,  
since l~o~ff) < l~oq). 
So by induction hypothesis, these sequences have finite range. Hence, 
since there are only finitely mary end..cut variants of qg, S must also 
have finite range. 
I (b). 3n s.t. '¢i < n q)t cony ~z'+l as in case 1 (a), but COn cony COn+! 
by permuting an end-cut of q~n with an inference which is not an end- 
cut (i.e., with r COn if) for some ] <-- k), or by eliminating an end-cut which 
is a trivial cut. Then 
tco  0 = tQ)  1 = ... = tcon  > tc 'Dn+l  ,
since ~:c/)n, l = k -  1. 
So by induction hypothesis, the sequence (con+l, q)~;+2, "") has finite 
range. Hence so dces S. 
Case 2. r q) #: Cut, r q) # Contr. So ~: cO = 0, >,CD = 0. Suppose r ~ is a 
2-premiss rule, r. (The proof is similar i frq) is 1-premiss, and trivial if 
0-premiss.) Put 
('D' t"D" 
q)  = ( r )  • 
F-~A 
2 (a). Vi < 15, ~ i has the form: 
P 
COi COi 
cDi= F -~A (r) 
(where @~ = q)' and CO~ = CO"), and q)i cony q)i+1 by a perm convn 
inside q~ or CO~'. 
t e t t  t~ Then the sequences ( COo, c/)l .... ) and (cb 0 , cD l , ...), with repetitions 
deleted, form perm. red. seqs. from 9 '  and c/), respectively, and since 
l¢ cD', hp@" < l~C~, and hepce 
it follows by induction hypothesis th at these sequences have finite range, 
Hence so does S.  
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2(b). :In s.t. '¢ i< n c/)~ cony c~i+ l as in case 2(a), but O n cony On+ l
bya  contr convn, permuting r O n with a Contr, so that r c~n+l = Contr. 
Then 
tO  o = tO  1 = ,,. = ton  ~> tQ)n+ 1, 
since ;k C/)n+ 1= 1. 
So by induction hypothesis, the sequence (~n+),  c/)n+2 .... ) has finite 
range. Hence so does S. 
Case 3. r O = Contr. So x cD = 0, ?~ ~ > 0. Put 
O t 
: (k end-contrs) 
where k = hod and r ~'  :# Contr. 
3 (a). '¢i < lS, cl)i has the form 
('Di = . . . . .  
: (k end-contrs) 
(where cZ)b = ~'), and rO~ :# Contr, and ct, i conv @i+t either by per- 
muting two end-contractions of Oi, or by a perm convn inside -7)~ (but 
not permuting tO;. with a Contr in O~). 
Then the sequence (9  ~), O I ,  ...), with repetitions deleted, forms a 
penn. red. seq. from ~' ,  and (since k > 0) ICeD ' < leO,  and hence 
tO '< LB. 
So by induction hypothesis, this sequence has finite range. Hence, since 
there are only finitely many end-contraction variants of  -~, S also has 
finite range. 
3(b). :In s.t. V i<  n Oi cony Oi+ 1 as in case 3(a) ,but On cow,, q)n+l 
by permuting r ~ with a Contr in O~. Then 
tO 0 =tq~. = . . .=tO,,  >tOn+l ,  
since ~ C'Dn, I = k )  1. 
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So by induction hypothesis, the sequence (cbn+ 1, ~,+2 .... ) has finite 
range. Hence so does S. 
6.3 
Corollary. Eveo, perm. red. seq, a, ithout infinite repetitions i finite. 
.6.4. Proper reduction sequences in 6 
6.4.1. Definition. (a) A permutative s gment of a reduction sequence 
S = (CD 0 , cD l , ...) is a (finite or infinite) subsequence of the form 
or  
P=(cOm,  ~7~m+ t . . . .  , ~,,) 
P --" ( c~.,z • oDin+l, cD,n+2 .... ) 
such that P is a perm. red. seq. 
(b) A mgx'imal permutath,e s gment of a reduction sequence S is a 
permutative segment of S which is not properly contained in a longer 
permutative segment of  S. 
(c) A reduction sequence S is proper if each (maximal) permatative 
segment of  S is without infinite repetitions. 
6.4.2. Corollary. If S is a proper eduction sequence, then each maximal 
permutative s gment ors  is finite. 
Proof. From Corollary 6.3. 
6.5. Constn~cting ~S from a sequence S 
6.5.1. Let S= (~0,  cbl, "") be a reduction sequence in c~-. We define a 
reduction sequence .toS in 9t -  from ~pCbo, as follows. 
First note that Vi < IS, 
(i) ~ perm cony ~i+1 ~ ~o~i = ~o©i+l, by §4 Theorem 1, 
(ii) ~ i  ess conv c/)i+ I =* ~o¢ ' / ) i~pQ) i+ 1 , by §5 Theorem I. 
So we construct a reduction sequence from the sequence 
q~o,  ~c/)~, ... 
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by (i) deleting repetitions, i.e., deleting 9q)i+t if ~ i  perm cony q)i+l, 
and (ii) "filling in the gaps", i.e., inserting derivations between 9~i  and 
~oq)i+ i if q)i ess conv chi+ l . 
Although there are many ways of performing step (ii), it is easy to 
select a definite method from the proof of § 5 Theorem 1. 
The reduction sequence in 9/-  so constructed is called ~S. 
6.5.2. Proposition. (a) I f  S is proper and infinite, then ~oS is infinite. 
(b) I f  S is finite, with last term cut-free, then ~oS is finite, with last 
term normal. 
Proof. (a) From Corollary 6.4.2. 
(b) From § 5 Theorem 3. 
6.6. Comtructing ~- l T from a sequence T 
6.6.1. Let T= (1I 0, I11 , ...) be a reduction sequence in 9t-, and let 
~oc~ o = IIo. We define a proper reduction sequence ~p- 1T in c5- from 
q) o, as follows. 
First we can define a sequence 
"DO, q)~), (Z) 1 , q ) l ,  t"D2, q)~ .... 
s.t. (i) Vi_< IT,,pcO~=~o~::lI i, 
(ii) Vi < IT, cDi > cl)} ~.. 'gi.,q, by §5, Theorem 2, 
P r (iii) i f /T= m < 0% and II,~ is normal, then ~m > ~m and q),~ is 
cut-free, by § 5, Theorem 4, 
(iv) i f /T= m < 0% and linz is not normal, then ~m = c~m (say). 
Then we can construct a reduction sequence in 6 -  from this sequence 
by filling in gaps (or deleting repetitions) between ~i  and q)[ for all 
i <_ IT. Again, there are many ways of doing this, but a definite procedure 
can easily be fixed from the proofs of § 5, Theorems 2 and 4. 
This reduction sequence is called: 9-1 T. It is clearly proper. (In fact, 
each permutative s gment has no repetitions at all !) 
The following is immediate from the above construction. 
6.6.2. Proposition. (a) I f  T is infinite, then so is ~-t  1". 
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(b) I f  T is finite, with last term normal, then ~o-I T is finite, with last 
term cut-free. 
6.7, Uniqueness of  cut,free ,form up to strong equivalence 
Normal forms in ~-  are unique (see e.g. [23, ch. 1VI ). Cut-free forms 
in eS- are not unique, as shown by the example in 1.3.1. However they 
are unique up to strong equivalence. In other words: 
Theorem 2. I f  ,2) o red O and coo red ~'b', and both co and co' are cut- 
free, then CO - co'. 
Proof. Let S, S' be two reduction sequences from cD o, with last terms 
cb, ~ '  respectively, Consider the tyro reduction sequences ~S, ~0S' in 
~-  from ~coo. Their last temls are nomaal, and therefore qual (by 
uniqueness of normal form in ~-).  So ~ co = ~co', and hence (by §4, 
Theorem 1) c~ _--. q)'. 
6.8. Normalization at d cut-elimination theorems 
6.8.1. Definition. We define four statements. 
(a) The cut-elimination theorem for ~3-: 
"~' ~'b ~! co' s.t. ~ red co' and cD' is cut-free". 
(b) The normalization theorem for ~- :  
"VII 3II' s,t, II red 11' and lI' is normal". 
(¢) The strong cut-elimination theorem for eJ-: 
"every proper reduction sequence in 6 -  is finite". 
(d) The strong normalization theorem for ~- :  
"'every reduction sequence in q~- is finite". 
6,8,2, Theorem 3. (a) The cut-elimination theorem for eJ- is equiv- 
alent to the normadization theorem ,for 9t-. 
(b) The strong cut-elLmination theorem for d -  is equivalent to the 
strong normalization theorem for 9 t -  
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Proof. From Propositions 6.5.2 and 6.6.2. 
6.8.3. Corollary. The strong cut-elim#mtio~ 
Proof. By the strong normalization theorell 
theorem for d-  is tnw. 
for ~-  [171. 
6.8.4. Remark. Corollary 6.8.3 has (only) been proved classically here, 
since the proof of Theorem 1 (§6.2), on which it depends, uses the 
principle of the excluded third (in the division into subcases (a) and (b) 
of Cases 1, 2 and 3). 
6.9. "'Strict normality" in d- 
We can define a concept of "strict normality" of derivations in d-, 
stricter than the property of being cut-free: namely, cD is said to be 
strictly normal if it is cut-free and also contr-no~rnal (5.3.2). 
By virtue of Lemma 5.5, all our theorems (notably Theorems 3 and 4 
of § 5, and Theorems 2 and 3 above) remain true if the concept of being 
cut-free is replaced everywhere by strict normality. 
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§ 7. A non-terminating reduction sequence in the sequent calculus with 
disjunction 
7.1. Introduction 
This section deals with conversion rules for tile full systems -~ andgt 
(with v). We consider in particular (in 97.2) a (natural) conversion rule 
in ~ for permuting Cut with vL, wifich does not correspond to identity 
(or even a reduction) in 9[. In fact, by use of this conversion rule, it turns 
out that one can define a non-terminating, non-repeating reduction 
sequence in ~3. 
It follows that for any set of conversion rules for 9~ (with v) for which 
strong normalization holds (e.g. that of Prawitz [ 17 ] ), the correspon- 
dence (§ 6) between reductions in tile two systems must fail. 
We will describe tile non-terminating sequence by defining three deri- 
vations q)l,  ` @2, `@3 such that q)l perm cony `@2 and `@2 perm cony 
`@ 3, and `@ 1 i,s (essentially isomorphic to) a proper subderivation of q) 3. 
It is easier to understand this example if we first examine the images of 
`@ l, "@2 and "@3 under ~, and this is done in 97.3. "@l, "@2 and "@3 
themselves are defined in 97.4. 
This example can act~t~ally begiven in the v-fragment of Gentzen's LJ 
[41. Further (97.5), by considering the dual situation, we can give 
another such example in the A-fragment of LK [4]. 
The value of these examples depends on our willingness to accept he 
conversion rules used in their construction. In 97.6 we discuss this, and 
also the effect of replack~g the Cut interference by "Mix". 
In 97.7 we consider briefly the analogous rule for permuting Cutwith 
~IL. 
Next (97,8), we define a more restricted (but less natural) set of con- 
version rules for v and 3 in ~3 which does preserve the correspondence 
with 9t. 
Finally (§ 7.9), we remark on an alternative set of inference rules for 
v and ~1 in c5 and crt, 
7,2. New conversion ile in cJ for v 
Suppose the conversion rules for d include the following perrautative 
conversion, for permuting Cut with vL: 
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~1 ~)2 
(A~,), r' --~ C (B~), ,~ ~ C c/) 3 
~= A v B i, r ,  A -* C (vL) C~, O -~ D (Cut) 
A v Bix ~, Px~, "~'x~ -* D 
cony c~, = 
(A~),r ~c  c~,, o' -*z~ 
(A~xT,), PxT', O' -, D 
(Cut) 
cB 2 c2) 3 
(aa), a ~ c c~, o - D 
(Cut) 
(Bax-/), Ax-t, ® -*D 
(vL) 
A v B i, FxT., Z~xT, O', O "~ D 
A v B i, rx .  f ,  Ax.t, O" -* D 
(Contr ®', O) 
where c/)~ is congruent to cD 3 , ucb~ n (u~ 3 u {i}) = 0, and O" is formed 
by contracting corresponding pairs of indexed formulas in ®' and ®. 
(Notice how the index of A v B in the end-sequent changes from i x 1' 
to i.) 
Now let us see what happens with the images of c/) and cD' under ~. 
[A~], Fx~ iBm], A×~ 
~oc~ 1 ~oc/) 2
A v Bix~ C C , 
soc~ = (vE) 
o 
c~ 3 
D 
~ocZ) t = A vB  i 
[A~x-~' ], Px.y'// [B~x~], ax~ 
(c~,),~ o' (c~), o~ 
D D 
D (rE) 
Notice that there are k vE inferences shown in ¢c/) (where k = ~,  but 
only one in ~ c/)' 
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So ~q~ reduces to ~o ~'  by permuting these k vE's down past some 
other inferences, and combining them into a single vE in the process 
(assuming k > 1). 
However, such a reduction is not (in general) included among the 
"pernmtative r ductions" of Prawitz [17, II, 3.3.1.6-8].  
Let us call such a reduction in ~ (illustrated above) an improper 
reduction. 
7.3. Image o[ the sequence in 
In §7.4 we will give the example of a non-terminating reduction 
sequence in d. To clarify this example, we first give (here) the image of 
this sequence under ~o. This will be a non-terminating sequence of deri- 
vations in ~,  each of which reduces to the next by an improper educ- 
tion (§7.2). 
The construction of this sequence will be clear from just th~ first step. 
So we define two derivations, H and II', where II reduces to II' by an 
improper eduction. 
II-- 
IAl,r IBI, A [Cl,O [D], cI, 
II~ 112 !13 II 4 
AvB E E CvD F F 
(E). (1) (F), (2) A ' 
Ils 
G 
Ic].e Io],¢ tCl,O IDl,,I, 
tAl, F Il 3 I14 [BI,A I13 If4 
IIt .CvD F F (2') 112 CvD F F (2") 
(g), (F), A (g) ,  (F),  
I1 s Ils 
n'-- avs  .G . . . . . . . . .  ~ (1) 
c 
A 
(p, A, O, 4,  A, H t , .,,, II s arbitrary). 
The process can be described as follows. Of the two vE inferences 
shown in H, the one mark~l ( l )  is permuted own past some other infer. 
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:ences, with the res~flt that the one marked (2) "splits", to form two vE 
inferences (in II'), 5enoted (2') and (2~). 
The same process can then be repeated with these two vE inferences 
(i.e., (2') is permuted own to the end of the derivation so that (2 ':) 
splits), and so on. 
(There are contractions in I1', not shown, between corresponding pairs 
of assumption classes in ®, ¢ and A.) 
Note. We emphasize again that these improper reductions are not, in 
general, included among the "permutative r ductions" of [ 17 ]. 
7.4. Definition of  the sequence in d 
We will now define three derivations ~,  ~' ,  q~" such that ~ cony 
~ '  (by the new perm convn of § 7.2), cb' cony ~"  (by permuting a cut 
with a contraction), and ~ is (essentially isomorphic to) a proper sub- 
derivation of ~".  
Further (in the notation of §7.3), 9q~ = I1 and ¢CO' = 9~"  = I1'. 
These derivations are shown in Fig. 1. 
Note. (a) We assume (using tile notation of § 7.3) that 9 ~i = II~ for 
i= 1 .... ,5. Then ~oc/~ =II and ~oco' = 9~"  = II'. 
(b) The vL infererces corresponding to the vE inferences shown in 
II and II' are also marked (1), (2), (2') znd (2~). 
(c) ~ cony -'0' by permuting "Cut E" with vL (1) (as in §7.2). 
cO' conv CO" by permuting "'Cut F" with "Contr F, F" (as in 3.1.1 (b)). 
(d) ~ is (essentially isomorphic to) the subderivation of ~"  enclosed 
be~'een the dotted lines. 
In fact, CO transforms into this subderivation under the following 
changd of notation in"7) : 
93,  ~4 stay the same, 
~ l  ~ ~3, 
~s ~ part of cD" above higher dotted line. 
Also,  
A C, 
B I'+D, 
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E-F ,  
F ~0,  
A~,  
A ~ A v B, 1', A, A, 
C, D, F, G, ®, op all stay the same. 
(e) The only logical reference used in this example is vL. So the 
example could be given in the v-fragment ofGentzen's L3". (We must, of 
course, then add further structural inferences, namely thinnings and 
interchanges, where necessary [4].) 
7.5. Definition of the sequence in LK 
We can also give an example of a non-terminating reduction sequence 
in the A-fragment of the "symmetrical" or "classical" sequent calculus, 
say the system LK of [4]. This is done by taking the dual of the example 
in Fig. 1. So, ill that example, replace vL inferences by AR inferences of 
the form 
F-~A,A I ~A,B  , 
F-~ A, AAB 
and so on. 
Note. If we use a version of the symmetrical calculus in which the AR 
inference has the form 
F~A,A  ®~,B 
P ,O~ A,~b,A ^ B 
(AR) ' 
then in our example we must replace ach vL inference by such a ^ R 
followed by a contraction: 
E, F --, A, A E, O -+ q~, B 
E, F,E, O-,- A, qb, A ^ B 
E, P ,O+~, ,~, .~^B 
(^R) 
(Interchanges and Contr) 
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7.6. The significance o f  the non-terminating sequence 
7.6.1, The example of a non-terminating sequence in § 7.4 (and § 7.5) 
is meaningful only to the extent hat we accept he two conversion 
rules used in it (i.e. in converting c~ to ~ ' ,  and c~' to cb", in the nota- 
tion of § 7.4). 
Now the first of these rules, i.e., for permuting Cut with vL (§7.2) 
is, I think, very natural, and was in fact used (essentially) in the proof of 
cut-elimination by Gentzen [4]. (Take the dual of the conversion shown 
there, in III, 3.121.231.) 
How then did Gentzen avoid the problem of a non-terminating 
sequence in his proof of cut-elimination? The answer is: by his use of 
the inference rule "Mix" [4] instead of Cut. This becomes important 
when we consider the second conversion rule above, i.e., for permuting 
a cut with a contraction, as in 3.1.1 (b). It is from the "sphtting" of ~ 1 
(in 3. I. 1 (b)) that the vL inference (2) (in § 7.4) splits to form two vL 
inferences, (2') and (2"). 
Now if we were to replace, in ,3, the Cut inference by Mix: 
[" -" A A~I , ..., A~n, A -~ B 
I'x(elu , . .  uen)' A -~ B 
(with n _> 1 and A ~ IAI), then the corresponding rule for permuting Mix 
with Contraction is: 
02 ~ l  cD2 
cD 1 A, A, ..., A -* B (Contr) cony r' -~ A A, A, .... A -+ B 
r - ,  A A . . . .  , A -+ B (M ix )  I ' , A -~ B (Mix) 
F ,A-~B 
(where the dots represent possibly more A's, passive in the contraction, 
and A ~ IAI; see [4, lII, 3.121.21 ] ). Now there is no splitting of ~ l  ! 
Why, then, have we used Cut instead of Mix all along? The answer is 
that with Mix in place of Cut, the correspondence with natural deduc- 
tion fails, even for the negative fragment. (Cf, the discussion in § 2.6 of 
the system 6', whose Cut rule resembles Mix.) 
The failure of correspondence, with Mix instead of Cut, is not sur- 
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prising, s~nce the Mix was introduced in [4] not as a fundamental infer- 
ence, but just to help in the proof of cut-elimination. 
7.6.2. In any event we can also obtain a non-terminating, non-repeating 
reduction sequence (relattve to a natural set of conversion rules) in the 
sequent calculus with Mix instead cf Cut (even the 3-fragment), as we 
will now show. The sequence isobtained by (repeatedly) permuting 
mixes together. 
We start with a derivation 
c/) 2 c/) 3 
':'b 1 B ~ A A ,B  ~ C 
A ~ B B ,B  ~ C (MA) 
c~= (Mn) A-~ C 
with A, B, C distinct, ~1, cO2, cO3 arbitrary, and mixes MA, M e. 
Now permute M/~ with M A . Because B, the mix formula of M e, 
occurs in the antecedents of both upper sequents of MA, the inference 
M e splits (into M~ and M~), and we obtain 
~,= 
q)t cO2 Cbl cOs 
A-+B B-~A(M~) A~B A ,B~C (M~) 
A-+ A A ,A -> C 
= " A ~ C (MA) 
(Such a situation cannot arise in permuting cuts instead of mixes !) 
Next permute M, with M' e,  to obtain 
cO l 
cO,, = A "+ B 
~2 A -* B A, B -~ C (M~) 
B~ A A ,A -*C  
B ~ C (MA) 
A -~ C ( i~)  
Then (~ is isomorphic to the ~ubderivation o f  CO" ending with B ~ C 
Coy interchanging A with B, and COl with ~2)- 
Notice that cD arid ~ '  do not map onto the same natural deduction 
derivation. 
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(This example can be given in the system d'  of § 2.6, whose Cut rule 
resembles Mix.) 
7.6.3. We can ask again: how did Gentzen avoid this problem 3 in his 
proof of cut-elimination? The answer here is that his proof proceeded 
by successively eliminating uppermost mixes only', thus avoiding entirely 
the situation of permuting one mix with another. 
Remark. Let us call a mix 
F.~ A A , . . . ,A ,A -*  B 
r,A B 
semi-trivialifA ~ Irl e ra  =B. (So the mix M A in ~ '  above is semi- 
trivial.) Now Geutzen's method for dealing with a s~mi-trivial mix was, 
not to permute it upward (as in the above xample), but to replace it 
by thinnings, contractions and interchanges [4, III, 3.121.1 ]. However, 
we can in any case avoid semi-trivial mixes in 7.6.2 by complicating the 
example sl'~htly, namely by starting with 
CD 3 cD 4 
~2 C-~ A A,B, C-~ D 
cb I B -~ C C, B, C-~ D (Ma) 
A -~ B B, B -~ D (Me) 
A -~ D (Ma) 
and then successively permuting (1) M B with M c (splitting M a into M~ 
and M~), (2) M¢ with M~, and (3) M~ with M A . 
7.7. Conversions with 3 
Assume a conversion rule in d for permuting Cut with 3L, analogous 
to the rule for Cut and vL in §7.2. Then (as with v) the correspondence 
between reductions in d and ~ fails (assuming conversions for 9t as in 
[ 17] ), but (I conjecture) strong cut-elimination still holds in the (l, D, 
^, V, 3)-fragment of d. 
3 And, for that matter, the one in 1.3.1. 
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7.8. Conversions for v and 3 which do match 
We now give (without proof) a more restricted, but less natural, set 
of conversion rules for v and 3 in eS, which does preserve the correspon- 
dence with 9t. 
7.8.1. Conversions in '~ ybr v and 3. These are: 
v-convn:  
Ill [A~] [Bg] II l 
A 112 1"I3 cony (A~) 
AvB C C H 2 
C C 
(and similarly with v 12); 3-couvn: 
Il I IFa~] 11~ 
Ft II2(a) cony (Ft~) 
3x Fx C 1"[2 (t) 
C C 
and also permutative conversions for vE and hE [ 17, II, 3.3.1.8], i.e., 
and 
[A] iBl [AI / /  [B ]~ 
Ill II2 113 172 
A v B C C cony HI C 
C Y. AvB D D 
(D) (D) 
I14 114 
[Fal 
H1 H2 
ax Fx C 
C H 
t/)) 
II4 
cony  
[Fal 
Il2 
IIl C 
~x Fx D 
(19) 
II 4 
Z 
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where (in each case) the lower occurrence o f t  on the left is the major 
premiss of an E-haference, and N is a sequence of  (0, 1 or 2) derivations 
of the minor premisses. 
7.8.2. Conversions in c~ for  v and 3. (a) Essential conversiot~. These are 
unproblematical: 
v-convn: 
q) l CD2 cB3 
F + A (A~) ,A-~ C (Ba), ®-~ C 
F+A vB A v Bi, A, O--) C 
rxi, A, ®-. C 
cony 
~l ~2 
F-~A A~,A~C 
['X ¢, ' A ~ C 
~2 
(and Similarly with v 12 ); and 3-convn: 
% cD 2 (a) 
I'-~ Ft  (Fa.),  a -~ C 
P'+ 3x Fx 3x Fxi, A -~ C 
rxi, A ~ C 
cD 1 (7)2 (t) 
F-~Ft  F ta ,A -~C i fa :~ 0, 
cony t Fxa, A ~ C 
L c/) (t) if ~ = 0. 
(b) Permutative conversions. The rule for permuting Cut with v L in 
§ 7.2, and the analogous rule for Cut and 3L, are too liberal to corre- 
spond to the permutative conversions in q~ just given, sc they are 
restricted and modified in the following way. Let, affain, 
c~t ~2 
A,F- - )C B ,A~C (vL) q)3 
c~= A v B, F, A -~ C C, O-~ D (Cut) " 
A v B, F ,A ,  O-~ D 
Then, firstly, the permuting of Cut and vL here is permitted only if the 
C shown in c~ 3 is a principal formula. Second(v, the conversion is then 
modified, according to r ~3 : 
Case 1. rcb 3 = ~L. Say C = E D F, and 
ifo~ =0 
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19'- .E F, O" -~ D 
~3= ED F, O--,D 
109 
(so 0 = ®', O"), Then cb cony 
% 
cB 1 19'-" E F-~ F 
A,F - , 'E3F  E3F ,  19'-*F 
(DL) 
A, F, 19'-~ F 
(Cut) 
B,&-~ ED F 
c~ 3 
®'-~ E F-~ F 
E~ F ,O '~ F 
B,A,O' -~ F 
(DL) 
A v B, P,A,  19',19'-~ F
AvB.  P,A,  19' ~F  
(vL) 
(Contr O', ®') ,, 
c~ 3 
F, O"+ D 
A v B, I ' ,A,®-* D 
(Cut) 
(Cut) 
(Note: one of the c/)~ 's sho~ald be re-indexed, so that the restriction on 
indices (2.2.7(a)) is satisfied.) 
Case 2. r ~3 = AL l- 3ay C = E A F, and 
E,®-~ D 
c~3 =E A lZ:. O -~ D 
Then ~ cony 
~ l  E -  E (^L) q)z E~ E (^L) 
.4, F - - -EAF  EAF-~E (Cut) B ,A~EAF E^F~(Cut )  , 
A , F -~ E B , A -~ E (vL) "7)3 
Av B, F,A-~ E E,O-~ D 
AvB,  F ,& ,O-~D 
(Cut) 
(Similarly for ^ L 2.) 
Case" 3. r cD= vL. Similar to ^ L. 
Case, 4. r~ = vL or 3L. They ~ conv cb', as in §7.2. 
So these are the rules for pelmuting Cut with vL. The rules for permut- 
ing Cut with 3L are defined similarly. 
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7.8.3. Pruning. To complete this description of  conversions in d, we 
should also extend the definition of pruning (3.1.5) with some new 
cases: 
(9) r CD = vR 1 
~_  F-+A 
F-+AvB 
CDI cony  
(Similarly for vR 2 .) 
(10) r~ =vL. 
~1 ~ cb conv F ' -+AvB F ' -~A 
c-D 1 
q)=(A~) , r~ C 
Q)2 
(B~), A -+ C 
AvBi ,  F ,A - ,C  
(a) Q)l conv ~ ~ conv 
(AwL r'-~ C' A v Bi, F', A -~ C 
(b) ~2 conv ~ ~ conv 
(Ba,), A' ~ C A v B i, 1", A' ~ C 
Note. In (a) and (b), a' or . may be empty (even if ~ or 3 is notk 
Finally, it should be clear what to do in the remaining cases: 
(11) rq) = 3R, 
(12) red = ]L. 
7.8.4. Remark. It is plausible that there are many other restricted sets of  
rides for permuting Cut with vL and 3L, which preserve the correspon- 
dence with reductions in ~,  and appear as reasonable as the set given 
here. 
However, it is doubtful whether any of these would appear as natural 
as the (unrestricted) rule given in § 7.2, so the value of  these restricted 
sets of rules (including the one given here) is unclear. 
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7.9. An alternative system of inference rules for v and 3 in 6 and gZ 
Suppose we modify the inference rules vL, 3 L (2.2.8(b)) and rE, 3E 
(2.3.7) by stipulating that in all cases a (and also fl, in the case of v) be 
non-empty. 
Then the rules for pruning in ~ must aiso be modified. Case (I 0): 
rq) = vI. (7.8.3) is changed as follows: (a) and (b) only apply if~' and 
/Y, respectively, are non-empty, and we add further: 
t 
~l  ~ CO conv ~' 1' (c) ~l  cony p , _ ,C  
(d) q)2 conv A 'q)[-*C ~ ~ cony q)[, 
i.e., if~' or ~'~ respectively, is empty, then the inference vanishes. Simb 
laxly with case (i 2), r cO = 3 L. 
This corresponds to performing "immediate simplifications" in
[ 16, II, 3.3.2] whenever Vossible. 
An objection to this approach is that uniqueness of normal form no 
longer holds in ~ (as was pointed out by Jervell [8] ). 
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